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Police seek autonomy
by Dan Morain
Arcata will have two police forces by July if a
current move continues, according to HSU
administrators.
The administration and the California State
University and Colleges (CSUC) system is
pushing for a more autonomous campus police

department, though the move is opposed by city
officials.
The CSUC system has requested $225,244 in the
next fiscal year for 14 more campus police
officers statewide. The addition would boost
police forces like HSU’s to at least 11 officers --

the minimum the CSUC public safety office has
proposed for campus police departments.
New officers
HSU would get four new officers at the cost of
about £64,000.
With an increased police force, the University
Police Department (UPD) would conduct
investigations -- a duty now performed by the
Arcata Police Department (APD).
Since HSU is within Arcata city limits, this
move by HSU would mean two agencies will
- conduct investigations within the city.
A loss of efficiency in police work could result,
APD
Chief
Jim
Gibson
said.
Parallel
investigations might occur as the departments
‘follow in each other’s footsteps.”
Nationwide trend

“The trend nationwide is toward consolidation
of police forces. Any move on campus would be
contrary to this. I’m in favor of an efficient
police department and I don’t see any advantage

in the campus

police becoming more autono-

mous,’’ Gibson said.
Rather than autonomy, consolidation would be
more efficient, Mayor Alexandra Fairless said.
Instead of having two departments operating
within Arcata, Fairless suggested the state pay
local police to take a larger workload.
‘“‘You could consolidate things and it would be
much more cost efficient,’ Fairless said. ‘‘To
me, that’s the logical way to do it.

‘‘What will happen eventually is that there will
be regional police forces.’’ A move by the UPD to
become more autonomous would be a step
backward, she believes.
Police dispatcher
“For instance, right now there’s a police
dispatcher for Arcata, HSU, Eureka, Rio Dell,
Fortuna, Ferndale, the sheriff’s department,
etc. That’s a duplication of efforts and it’s
expensive,” Fairless said.
Whereas Gibson and Fairless contend a move
toward autonomy would be expensive and
inefficient, HSU administrators maintain the
move will be beneficial.
The main reason for the proposed switch is to
allow ‘freedom of expression,’’ Donald Strahan,
dean of administrative affairs, said.
“Campus
police understand the type of
environment that’s acceptable here,” Strahan
said.
Campus frustration
“‘Take the bombing of Cambodia. There was a
lot of frustration on this campus. An improper or
(Continued

on page
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Office bargains
charter flights
by Greg Doyle
want to come back to HSU at
If you’ve been hoping for an different times. Last year, a
inexpensive flight to Los Angeles charter to Los Angeles was
this Thanksgiving, you’re in for a one-way.
disappointment.
Student demand for charters is
Steve Maynard from the HSU
good, Maynard said. especially
travel office said negotiations
during the Thanksgiving vaca-

with

Airwest

proved

unproduc-

tive.
He said the negotiations with
Airwest resulted in a fee that
wouldn’t have saved students any
money. By the time Airwest
quoted him a price, it was too late
to negotiate with another airline.
Maynard is currently working
on a charter flight to Los Angeles
for the Christmas vacation.
Student response
‘We're now trying to get a
response from students to see if
there is enough demand to fill a

plane at the end of the quarter,”
Maynard said.
Maynard said the cost of the
flight will be approximately $65
round trip. The charter is being
set up with Air California.
Scheduling a Christmas charter can be difficult, Maynard
said. The main problem is the
length of the vacation which
allows students the option of
driving and not waste a large
part of it.
He also said students often

tion.

Maynard said there isn’t much
of a chance that a charter will be
arranged with Airwest this year.
$1.74 savings
The price Airwest has set
would mean a fare of $100 to Los
Angeles for each student. This
compares closely to the regular
fair of $101.74.
“There is no sense in having a
charter if the savings is only
$1.74,"’ Maynard said.
Any charter flight with Air
California will include the cost of
paying Airwest employees to load
and unload the plane, Maynard
said. Arrival and departure times
also would have to be arranged
wth Airwest.
In the past, Maynard said it
was difficult to schedule a
charter flight because Airwest
closed the airport in the evening.
Airwest has now added an
incoming night flight that should
make
scheduling of charters
easier.

AS, administration

ditter on funding
by Guy Smith
HSU’s Instructionally-Related
Activities (IRA) Committee is
trying to figure out where to put
$15,000.

The money was provided by
Senate Bill 3116, passed in 1974,
which says state funds shall be

provided for instructionally-related activities. HSU received
more than $50,000 in January
from 1974’s state budget. This
year HSU

got $15,000.

Some think the money should
go to the Associated Students
(AS). Others think it should be
doled out by the IRA Committee
- ‘ directly to instructionally-related
activities.
Verbal understanding
Milton Dobkin is chairman of
the Ad Hoc Committee on IRA
funds and vice president of
academic affairs. He said complications arose because of an
alleged verbal understanding by
the Student Legislative Council
(SLC) last spring that if IRA
money came in, it would be used
to reimburse AS money budgeted
for
IRA
last
spring.
SLC
budgeted $13,198 toward these
activities.
However,

Photo

SEPARATION—A request for more police officers at HSU is
part of a statewide trend to separate campus police from local

This issue of OSPREY is the only one planned for
this year due to discontinuance of Instructionally-Related Activities funding.
OSPREY is a magazine, and, by definition,
editorially and graphically different from a
newspaper. The page numbering is set up so readers
can pull out the OSPREY section and view both
publications as separate entitites, if they so choose.
Comments should be directed to OSPREY editors
Jeanne Sapunor and Larry Parsons.

by Jeffrey

L. Jones

departments. Such a move is opposed by Arcata city officials
and backed by HSU administrators.

Dobkin

said

the

verbal understanding was not
written into the budget contract
approved by President McCrone.
Dobkin added that if the
agreement had been written into
the contract he (Dobkin) probably would not have er
the
budget proposal.
Consulted by president
Dobkin is consulted by the
president concerning budget pro(Continued

OSPREY

on page
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Magazine review

Timber line told
by Joe Livernois

The media is often used as a reinforcement vehicle for groups
with common interests. An example of this is the brand new
magazine called ‘‘Northern California.”’
The first issue of “‘Northern California’ appeared on Humboldt
County newsstands this month. The 50-page, totally glossy,

magazine is purely a public relations job for the lumber industry.
That, in itself, is not ethically wrong. Every industry has its

voice.

Peddles blurb
What is wrong, however, is that the editor and publisher, William
C. Roddy, has peddled this blurb under the auspices of
“journalism.”
this magazine so that the real northern
“We are producing
voice able to speak with the rest
journalistic
a
have
can
California
of the world,”’ Roddy wrote on the labelled editorial page.

The editorial content begins on page two and doesn’t end until
page 48. Journalism, by definition, is objective. Even tourist
promotion magazines must not be slanted if it labels itself

journalism.
But, ‘“‘Northern California” is page after page of industry
propoganda in the form of a travel magazine. It’s a clever idea,

really. The public loves “Arizona Highways”’ and ‘‘Sunset,” and no

doubt northern California has an abundance of natural beauty to be
Photo

by

Kenn.

Hunt

ALTERNATIVE—The Northcountry Constitution, a monthly tabloid publication, is described by
its publishers as an alternative to the established local media. Working on a small budget, the
paper has yet to show a profit:

Tabloid tells other story

by Mike Morales
. “We're not trying to be a
Times-Standard or a San Francisco Chronicle;
we want to
present ourself as an alternative
publication that appeals to the
‘Northcountry’ way of life.’’

These words flowed quietly and

‘‘As the Constitution evolved,”
Bloom said, ‘‘it got easier to sell
ads than to sell the product, and
now it’s become a small business.
This created functions that I

wasn’t willing to perform.

she said. ‘‘Did I say that right? I

“I’m pleased with the publication.
The first six issues broke
even and I succeeded in giving
the magazine an identity. I feel
like my function is no longer
needed; now it’s up to those folks
to make the Constitution a viable
enterprise.’’

just know this interview isn’t
gonna look the way I want it to in

Bloom gave the Constitution to
Gladstone Oct. 10 for renumera-

cautiously from the lips of Judith
Gladstone, the new publisher of
the Arcata-based Northcountry
Constitution.

“The need for this publication
is overwhelmingly self-evident,”

print.”
Cautious person
‘‘She’s
a
very
cautious
person,’”’ Aman
Mello Bloom
former Constitution publisher
said. ‘‘I turned the Constitution
over to her because she was the
only staff member with enough

stamina and commitment to keep
it going.”’
Gladstone’s caution seems to
stem from her concern for the
publieation and its future. Her
reasoning is ‘‘we’re really still in
the process of getting things
together.”
The Constitution’s first issue
hit the newsstands last April
‘under Blooms’ guidance.
“I bought
the Independent
News for two dinners at the Blue
Sky Cafe, changed the format
and staff and
produced
the
Constitution,’’ Bloom said. ‘Our
basic idea was to have a large
staff with nobody overworked, to
minimize advertising and to let
sales pay the bills.’

tion of sponsorship

and

a $50

investment.
‘Judith insisted that I take five

per cent of the net profit for the
next two years,’’ he added.
Anticipates future
Gladstone views the future of
the Northcountry Constitution
with anticipation. ‘‘We’re in a
transitional period; the foundation is solid, but I’d like to see us
reaching a wider variety of
people,” she said.
“From
the feedback
we've
gotten, our main readership is in

Humboldt

County,

appealing

to

people between 18 and 35 years of

age.
“By broadening our scope, we
hope to broaden our readership.
We’ve hired Bill Donovan as
news director, which should
intensify news coverage.”
10 years in broadcast
Donovan has been involed with
broadcast media in this area for
the past 10 years. He worked in

news and sports for KRED, KINS
and KATA radio stations.
“Right now I’m trying to get
myself acclimated
to print
media,”’ Donovan said. ‘‘In the
future we plan to explore hard
fact news dealing with such
things as zoning laws, conservation, agriculture and the Loleta
bank robbery.
‘“‘For the December issue we're
planning an expose on a major
insurance company and their
brainwashing tactics.”’
Constitution art director B.
Marino said, ‘‘We’d like to keep
our homey appeal and strive for a
more professional! publication.”
Not hard news
‘“‘We aren’t a hard news
publication,’ Gladstone emphasized. ‘‘I don’t think people are
buying the Constitution for
news-news, but we do cover
political topics that lend themselves to another point of view.
We try to leave stories open, so
the reader can draw his own
conclusion.”’
According to Gladstone, finan-

cially

the Constitution is break-

ing even with ad
most of the bills
“To this point
ed businesses
receptive to our

revenue paying
we’ve approachthat are most
ideology.

‘We hope to get ads from the
more established local businesses. By picking up their advertising, maybe we'll pick up some of

their readership, but that’s just
one wedge to the pie,” she said.

captured -

?

Unfortunately, not only does Roddy fail in the subtlety of his PR

job, he also fails miserably in producing a good “nature” rag.
Roddy told The Lumberjack the first edition was an exclusive
one-man effort. Working out of his home in Eureka, he wrote every
article, snapped and developed every photo, and pasted up every

page.

Doesn’t offer variety
Thus, the magazine offers ro varietv Ore man offers one view of
life in northern California. And most disappointing, the quality of
the photographs is downright embarrassing.
But this was the first edition. Roddy, during his Lumberjack
interview said he hopes the magazine will improve with time.
He said he’ll accept stories and photographs from others. Only
time will tell if Roddy will at least attempt to improve the
journalistic quality of the magazine.
Credibility questionable
Roddy must realize that the long-range ‘success of the magazine
actually hinges on its credibility. Such credibility is not achieved
with an editorial comment at the end of each paragraph.
Strong, objective stories not only enhance credibility of the
magazine in general, but strengthen editorial comment.
The plight of the miners in Denny or United Stands’ fight to
change building codes give as much character to this area as do the
loggers. This faction of persons in the area should occupy as much

space in ‘‘Northern California’s” pages to make it a legitimate

journalistic endeavor.

Changes needed
There are other details which Roddy needs to change in order to

produce a responsible magazine. For instance, much of ‘‘Northern
California’s” text badmouths ‘‘big city’’ folks who ‘‘try to tell us
how to conduct our chores.”’ The attitude is quite bitter. But these
city folks are just all right when they want to come up here and buy
curios every summer.
Roddy sounded sincere when he told The Lumberjack his love for
the area spurred his idea for the magazine.
Not a native
Roddy himself is not a native of the area. He was introduced to
the area by the Navy before he took a job as a commercial artist in
the Midwest. He returned to the North Coast as General Manager of
radio stations KNCR and later KFMI.
He said his magazine will not come off so politically in the future.

Yet, in his labelled editorial, he wrote, ‘‘This magazine is going to
yell when northern Californians get pinched.”
Roddy also told The Lumberjack he is keeping the identities of
his financial backers anonymous ‘‘for their own good,”’ but added,
they are not politically motivated.
Suspicions arise, however, when turning to page 36 of ‘‘Northern

California.’’ It’s headlined ‘The facts of the matter: Statements by
Northern Californians.” Lee Rice, president of the Straight Arrow
Coalition, Ed Carpenter, president of Pacific Lumber Co., and Pat
McKelvey, public affairs manager for Simpson Timber Co., then

state just what they think the fact of the matter is.
There are many more persons in northern California deserving
representation.
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Redwood experiment
by Ron Holcomb

Because redwood seed has a

Redwood trees are resistant to
burning. An experiment conducted by Rudolf Becking, HSU

low germination rate, usually 2 to
3 per cent, only a few of the

hundreds of seed per plot
survived. Not all plots had seed

natural resources teacher, and I,
in an independent study, will try
to determine if fire is actually

germination.
Analysis
not complete

beneficial to redwoods.
The redwood experiment is not
the first to be carried out by

The

Schmitz

have

not

been

to his findings in 1965 which
showed redwood germination is
higher in sterilized soil.

Becking’s

belief

is

redwood

seed will have its best chance to
survive when the soil has been
sterilized and when nutrients in
the form of ash are available.
Also, competition is eliminated
and stimulates growth of virgin
trees as well as seedlings.
Evolutionary adaptations
Redwood exhibits several evolutionary adaptations to fire.
Redwood
is one of the few
conifers which has a burl and can
sprout new
roots. If a tree or
seedling is damaged by fire, a
new seedling will sprout.
The bark of redwood is thick
and fibrous, and thus resistant to
burning.
Historical records and evidence from growth rings reveal
that fires have burned in the area
every 30 to 40 years. Because the
fire is a repeated occurrence, a
dense understory of other tree
species is unable to build up. This

of a Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
ladder truck, from three trees on
campus. The cones were measured, weighed, dried, and the seeds
extracted.
Conditions simulated
The seed was subjected to
different treatments simulating
fire conditions. These included
exposure to heat ranging from 60
degrees to 200 degrees Fahrenheit and to carbon dioxide (C02).
Finally, the seed was sown in
sterilized and non-sterilized soil.
The soil, collected from the
Mad River, was sterilized in a
pressurized machine called an
autoclave.
The treated seeds were sown in
138 plots, randomly containing
sterilized and nonsterilized soil,
located in the forestry greenhouse.

FIRE—Rudolf Becking, professor of natural resources, and
Ron Holcomb have conducted experiments to determine any
benefits of fire to redwood trees.

data

hopes the results will be similar

from cones collected, with the aid

(YES) director.
The whistles, which are
sold at the HSU bookstore
cents, are designed to
short-term answer to the
problem, Siggson said.
“‘We are also developing

teams

who

could

walk

being
for 50
be a
rape
safety

around

campus at night to watch for any

possible

crimes,”

the

director

said.

ries, or even if someone can’t
start their car at night,’ he
explained.
Another job of the safety teams
will be to watch for safety
hazards on campus, such as
areas with bad lighting or unsafe
stairways, Siggson said.
“Part of the effect from the
teams will be psychological,’’ he
continued. ‘‘It will be good
information for prospective weir-

dos

to know

that

someone

is

around.”
According to Siggson, the
teams will go through training
sessions so they will know how to
handle situations.

“We don’t want them to think

Team patrols
The
teams,
made
up
of
one-man, one-woman patrols, are

they are the police,”’ he said.
‘“‘But they must know where to

being

unlocked at night so phones can

recruited

from

volunteers, Siggson said.

“The

main

reason

student
for

patrol and which buildings are

the

kind of fire rarely burns
crowns of the trees.
Fire management,

around

campus

at

night,’

Siggson said. ‘Then we could ask
them how they would like having
their daughters or wives walking
through here after dark.
“Actually, I’m surprised the
university hasn’t been sued yet.
It is so dark on some of the

to it.
Another

QUOTA ‘AUTO
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adaptation

to fire is

bumper crop of cones following a
fire. The tree is ‘‘pinched’’ and is

stimulated

to produce

more

cones than usual.
Best germination period

Redwood has also adapted to
fire as the best hom
occur-

riod corresponds to the

pers of a fire. Fires usually burn
in the late summer (September
and October) and redwood cones

release their seeds at this time.

The seed has a good chance to
survive as the ground is clear of
competition and nutrients can be
utilized.
By the end of November all the
seed is released from the cones
and the first rains of winter
provide moisture for the seed. No
seed will germinate after one
year.

;
burned
involved in
of the giant
Although the
not have the
1s similar to

se in regener-

rea
inc
dour s non
tremen
burned areas.
n ove
atio

king said the burning in the

Bec
Sierras is evidence that sterilized

roved seedling growth.
soilHeimpsaid
that although the
sequoia burnings were successful, there have been no such
burnings conducted on the coast
redwoods.

Scientific experiments

and

slated for 2Ist
Philip Austin and David Ossman, of the four-member comedy
team of Firesign Mystery Thea-

ter, will appear at HSU at 8 p.m.,
Nov. 21, in the John Van Duze
Theater.

PHONE 445-2891 )

A NEW SOLUTION TO THE
OLD HOUSING PROBLEM
NEW

STUDENT

Reduce
campus

compus

SUBSIDY

a

changing attitude regarding fire,
however, may change the local
situation.

Comedy team

OUR

'

the redwood’s ability to produce a

{ PHONE 445-2891

215 4th St., Eureka
442-1786

li and H- arcata

!

has been so_ effective that an
understory has built up in park
lands and is potentially dangerous. A major fire now would not
be beneficial. Although resistant

the redw'

however,

stairways that someone could
easily break their neck, let alone
the attraction to rapists.”’
Other long-term solutions to the
crime problem are having courtesy phones installed on the
outside of buildings and providing a mini-bus to take students
from the ed-psych building to
Founders Hall or the library,
Siggson said.

‘}

889 9th St., Arcata
822-2411

SLC to select
committee head
The Student Legislative Council is accepting applications for
coordinator of a teacher evaluation committee. The committee
will be analyzing questionnaires
filled out by students on individual faculty members.
Following the evaluations, the
committee is proposing publication of the results. The deadline
for applications is Nov. 26.

be reached quickly.
“All of this is only a short-term
answer to the safety problem.
What we really need is better
lighting on campus and we won’t
get it unless people complain.”
He added that so far, school administrators say there is not
enough money to get adequate
lighting, ‘‘but at least the bug is
being put in a few ears.”
“One idea that was brought up
by student government was to
have certain administrators walk

t

safety teams will be to help guard
against rapes, but they’ll also
watch for muggings, car burgla-
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Giant sequoias
Becking was also
burning
controll
’60’s.
the
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giant sequoia does
sprout, it
in the ability to

YES seeks campus rape solution
by Linda LaSorsa
As the result of the current
wave of concern about rapes on
campus, women are being urged
to carry whistles which could
bring help if an attack occurs,
according to Bruce Siggson,
Youth Educational
Services

1975,

to fire, a redwood is not immune

completely analyzed but Becking

Becking. He ran a similar
experiment in 1965, but his
methods were questioned when
the results were published.
The current project, which
began last year, has improved
and expanded the methods of the
previous experiment.
Seeds for the project came

by Gary
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Fire effect studied
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PLAN

ENABLES

YOU TO:

the gasoline expenses of commuting to the
Ride with others to the
to ZERO
OR
eft a nominal cost of 7 dollars a month.

@SOME MORE COST SAVINGS ARE ALSO POSSIBLE
@SPACIOUS ACCOMMODATION STARTING FROM
63 DOLLARS A MONTH
@ELECTRICITY, LINENS, TOWELS, COMMON-ROOM,
REFRIGERATORS, AND KITCHEN FACILITIES
INCLUDED IN RENT.
@LIVING IN QUIET, PICTURESQUE, CLEAN AND
CONGENIAL NATURAL SURROUNDINGS.

CALL FOR YOUR WINTER-TERM
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Issue flares

eB

Last week’s ‘Rape Scares’’ editorial brought in
about three-quarters of a page of letters raising
many questions. Many of those questions weren't
dealt with because of lack of space.
First, it is an invalid assumption that the rape
pamphlets referred to were merely a reaction to
widespread fear and discussion of Humboldt County
as, perhaps, one of the world’s rape capitals.
The pamphlets were published by a special interest group (mainly feminists), and did in fact add
to the rape scare.
One writer claimed saying women must use their
judgment to avoid being caught in the wrong place at
the wrong time was wrongfully placing the blame for
rapes on the victims.
The editorial was not placing the blame on rape
victims. It pointed out that judgment was the only
tool women have against rape. Unfortunately, even
the best judgment is sometimes not enough to
succeeding.
prevent a determined rapist from
Neither is any other tool, including whistles.
To reemphasize, rape is a serious problem and
greater awareness may be a good step toward
alleviating it.
Another writer stated that a point brought out in
the editorial was definitely incorrect: that wearing
whistles around wrists will not alleviate rape. The
writer

said

he

knew

this

statement

was

incorrect

because of a personal experience in which

his wife

successfully ‘‘blew the whistle.”
Perhaps this writer and others are relying too
much on personal experience to draw conclusions on

how to deal with the rape problem. This, however, is
an unscientific method of dealing with a complex
situation.

One writer says the editorial was wrong in saying
the rape fighters are getting too anxious for immediate results. She agrees they are anxious, saying
their anxiety is worthwhile if one rape can be
prevented.

One word from the editorial should be stressed:
immediate. Immediate results just aren‘t likely with
a problem that has always existed and has no concrete cure.

Another
campus

letter says it is frustrating to sit at a

Rape

Information table for three weeks and

then read a misunderstanding
ject.

editorial on the sub-

This brings out the special
interest concept
again. It’s too easy to get emotional on an issue one
works on for weeks or years. Especially susceptible
to overreaction are those who deal with rape victims
on a regular basis.

A realistic method of dealing with such a
problem can only be accomplished when one remains
unemotional and objective.
the

In conclusion, readers should understand
positon taken
here is very
antirape,

awareness and pro-alleviation
reasonable action.
It’s going

to take

of

rape

that
pro-

through

a lot of patience.
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UPD autonomy urged
A student caught with a small
amount
of marijuana
might
be
arrested by the Arcata Police, while
the UPD would be more likely to refer
him to the dean. If laws like those
against pot can’t be ignored, it is far
more effective to keep out of the
courts a student who is caught.
Webb’s other options—expulsion

The current move toward a more
autonomous
University Police Department might be perceived as just
one more polarizing factor for the
campus and community to deal with.
But it shouldn’t be. Such a move will
set up a more effective way to deal
with

campus

The

crime.

UPD

is

in

a

position

to

un-

and suspension—are more deleterious

derstand the atmosphere at HSU
better than the Arcata
Police. It
follows that campus police will have
more understanding for students who

than probation. Both force students
out of school and make them change
their

As
police
more
with a
These
fair.

life styles.

Expulsion
and suspension
are
honored by other campuses. A student
expelled from HSU won’t be allowed

violate laws.
administrators and campus
officers point out, the UPD has
avenues open when confronted
student who commits a crime.
avenues are sometimes more

into other schools.
Arcata Police shouldn‘t

have

any

business on the HSU campus. HSU is
state-owned and, therefore, exempt
from local taxes. Arcata residents pay

One

avenue

in which

to deal

Arcata

with

Police to cover

that

minor crimes is to send the violator to

Edward Webb, dean of student services. Though probation, the most
common alternative used by Webb, is

The UPD became an official police
department in 1971, and has been
moving toward autonomy since then.
Its officers go through the same

little more than a slap on the hands,
the crimes which this is directed at
may not deserve more severe punishment.

local

an area

doesn’t pay

police salaries.

training as other police. It’s time the
UPD is allowed to do what it is trained
to do.

Letters to the Editor
Keene supported?
Editor:
So Barry Keene received a 100
per cent
rating for his voting
record from the Student Presidents Association. How soon
people forget!

The Arcata freeway construction is well underway, thanks to
the clever political tricks used by

The Lumberjack Staff

|

enough time to stave off a strong

student-supported

last minute
effort
by
the
community and the Arcata City
Council to halt freeway construction.
The freeway has had the
following effects on the commun-

the Northtown area.
I don’t know how the Student
Presidents Association feels, but
this seems to me to be pretty poor
student representation by Keene.
Craig Naylor
senior, biology-music

ity:

¢ Destroyed a great amount of
housing that was used primarily
by students;

issue back and forth between the

- Students displaced by the
destroyed housing had to relocate
and must now drive to school

assembly

which

Keene

to‘bounce

County
(where

and

the

the

freeway
Humboldt

Board
of Supervisors
the member with the

deciding vote just happened to be
Keene’s opponent in the upcom-

ing election).
These

stalling

is

aggravating

* Isolated
tactics

bought

campus

parking problems;
« tsolated the university from
the town, increasing college-community polarization;
business

loss

and

is

to

causing

the
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Unsafe bicyclists
Editor:
It is

becoming

increasingly

evident to the University Police
Department that bicyclists on
‘campus are not heeding the
bicycle regulations found in the

California Vehicle Code. This
carelessness on the part of the
riders is a safety hazard not only
to themselves but to pedestrians
and motorists.
The most frequent violations
are bicyclists not adhering to
vehicle regulations, flow of
traffic, etc. and riding at night

without proper lighting.
C. A. Vanderklis, Jr.
chief, University Police
Department

Women,
Authors
talk back

We were responding to fear
expressed on campus and in the
community

the

pre-

‘sent rape situation. The handout’s purpose was to educate
women by providing facts about
rape and offering them positive,
concrete, precautionary steps to
take, based on recommendations
by authorities.
Rape exists; it is a scary
reality. It isn’t a scare tactic to

caution women about unlit,
unsafe areas--to keep women
ignorant and powerless has been
the policy for too long!
Of course whistles won’t STOP
rape completely. We didn’t say
they would. Women don’t have to

be powerless; there are precautionary measures we can take to
minimize the chances of being
raped--blowing whistles has been
successful for individual women
and at USC and Antioch College.
As far as we “‘rape fighters . . .
getting a little too anxious for
immediate results:’’ women
have been the victims of sexual
assaults for thousands of years,
NO time is soon enough for
change!
To ‘‘They are trying to do the
thinking of all women,” we refer

you to our handout: ‘“‘Spend some
time and energy thinking about

and discussing the ideas on this
sheet. Critique the suggestions,
add to them...’ We are trying to
teach women about the reality of
the rape situation and that it
DOES affect them.

To ‘“‘Women must use their own
judgment to avoid being in the
wrong
place at the wrong
time’’--again, our handout: ‘Over

one-third of rapes are committed
by a man who forces his way into
the victim’s home.” There is no
“right place.”

Re: the editorial’s title “Rape
Scares.’’ The implication of this

line is abominable, We have not
made up the rape situation. Rape
exists, and we’ll continue educating to this fact.
Deborah Riggins, senior, art
Janet Seldon, senior social
science
Karen Vertin, activities
information coordinator

Carol Zettler, junior, natural
resources

Learn to respond
Editor:
I was

surprised

to see

your

editorial of Nov. 12 ‘‘pooh-poohing”’ the effort to educate women
about the reality of rape. You say
that “rape is a problem, not an
epidemic.’’ How many such
attacks must there be before an
effort to educate begins, 2, 6, 15,
or 100?

dean
wife was

Awareness of the rape situations
may bring about fear and anger,
but more importantly, women
are beginning to take action
against it.

city my

blow it. When he continued his
advances, she did indeed blow the
whistle and he ran away.

The

whistle

can

be

doubly

effective if we all learn to
respond when we hear it. To me,
that is what this education
Edward M. Webb
dean for student services

world we live in,
Humboldt County.

Issue underplayed
Editor:

Perhaps you do not advocate
the tactics used throughout the
rape prevention campaign to

make the public aware of the
rape problem in Humboldt
County, but to underplay them as
mere scare tactics shows gross
ignorance of the problems invol-

ved in making the public aware.
Rape is scary. And one cannot

overemphasize that point.
You mentioned that the primary effect of this campaign was
spreading of fear--will I person-

ally

feel that

it is better

for

one rape can be prevented?
My

primary

concern

now

is

that someone may read your
article and
then view
the
Humboldt rape problem as an
exaggerated report used merely
to scare the female population.
Now that is really scary!

Women have to stand up for
themselves and fight their oppression; if we continue to be
passive and accept rape as ‘‘just
the way things are,” we will be
vulnerable to continued attacks
against us.
We will continue to have the
rape table on campus with new
information and we encourage
everyone to come up and discuss
the material with us.

Information table
Editor:
It is a very frustrating feeling
to sit at a Rape Information table
for three weeks and then to read
an editorial which is_ totally
lacking in understanding
the
problems of rapes.
be
beon
as

We are also doing much more
~ than telling women to be extra
cautious. There are petitions
expressing our disapproval of a
recent California Supreme Court
decision called the ‘‘Mistake of
Fact”’ law, which gives the man
the right to say ‘“‘I thought she
meant yes even if she said no!”’
We are trying to organize car
pools for school and for rape
trials that are taking
place
almost every week in Eureka.
Information dealing with the

maybe if this person had spent
some time reading them
wouldn’t have written such
inane article.

he
an

Editor:

.Call it an epidemic or call it
“more rapes,” rapes happen and

women have reason to be afraid.
Your view that ‘Rape Fact
Sheet’”’ is composed of scare
tactics is opposite mine.

I believe

they

are

safety

Janet Seldon
senior, social sciences

What came through loud and
clear, inspite of your inept
writing skills, however was your
overtly sexist ideology.
Your

analysis

of

the

situation

and

Carol Zettler
junior, natural resources

using bad judgment?
Are you insinuating that since
one-third of all rapes
are
his way into the victim’s home,

sister, wife or lover don’t.
_ Jeanne Sapunor
senior, journalism

these women (again for their bad
judgment of being home) are also
at fault?
What about the fact that 60 per
cent of all rapes are planned? I

suppose you believe that women,
to make sure they aren’t at the
wrong place or using bad
judgment, should read people’s

Reader replies
Editor:

minds.

After

reading

the

editorial

titled ‘‘Rape Scares’’ I felt I must
present a rebuttal.
The article states that awareness of rape potential is good. But

if this awareness consists of ideas
on how to prevent rape it is no
longer awareness but scare
tactics.

It states that warnings about
are

scare

library at

tactics.

Even

though this area is quite dark and

Your editorial, ‘‘Rape Scare,”’
in the Nov. 12 issue was poor
indeed. Your comments reflected
a grossly inaccurate reading of
the material you referred to.

the Gist Hall stairs and was
raped, it would by my fault for

less reason to be afraid when you
walk through poorly lit parking
lots. Your mother, grandmother,

building to the HSU

Editor:

wrong place at the wrong time.”
Are you (whoever wrote the
editorial) insinuating that if I
went to my Friday night class via

committed by a man who forces

night

Attitude is feared

judgment to avoid being in the

precautions. As a man, you have

walking from the administration

attitude toward it are the truly
scary things. In my mind, they
are what women really have to
fear.

C.Ivan Muska
junior, social sciences

We are warning women to
cautious where they walk
cause rapes do happen
campus. We did not make it up
a scare tactic.

including

Women have to take responsibility for their own lives (no
matter how many men tell us we
needn’t bother!) and it can’t be
done living in ignorance.

women to fear rape than
to pass it
off as being so remote from their
world that they need not be
concerned with it.
You pointed out that the rape
fighters were a bit too anxious for
immediate results. You’re god
damn right they’re anxious for
results! They should be-everybody shoud be. Isn’t it worth it if

Not scare tactics

Is this person afraid of hearing
women
say ‘‘We won't let
ourselves be raped?”” Women are
not going to remain in their
passive roles. We are going to
question and fight the crimes

against us and this means telling
the truth about the reality of the

compaign is all about.

myths of rape is at the table and
You make one statement I
know to be incorrect: ‘‘Wearing
whistles around wrists is not
going to alleviate rape.”’

attack editorial

accosted by a man in a parking
lot one evening.She had a whistle
in her hand and threatened to

In another

Editor:
We, the authors
of ‘‘Rape.. . it
can happen to you,” take this
opportunity to respond to your
“Rape Scares’’ editorial.
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many times deserted.
It’s quite contradictory to say

women should be aware of rape
potential but not aware of likely
places where rape might happen..
It also stated that by supplying
methods of prevention through
this pamphlet women were too
anxious for immediate results.
Well, why shouldn’t women want
immediate results?
It went on to say they were also
trying to do the thinking for all
women, with the primary effect
of spreading fear. I don’t think
they are trying to do the thinking
for anyone. They are trying to
present alternatives to women
who don’t want to be a statistic.

This

way

she’ll

know

where she should be.

Another fact is that 50 per cent
of rapes are committed by men
known to the victim. Should
women be responsible for handing out questionnaires to all
acquaintances, in the name of
preventing future bad judgment?
Also 50 per cent of rapists act
calmly and matter-of-factly.

Again you accuse the girl of bad.

judgment if she can’t tell this
calm man standing on the stairs
will rape her in a few minutes.
It seems to me though you
state,‘‘Rape prevention is a
worthy cause,”’ your last state
ment gives you away.
You still believe in the myth
that women who get raped
ask for
it. They are women of poor

judgment who, through their own
fault, were at the wrong place at
the wrong time, even if that
means home.

One last point the article stated
was that, ‘“‘Rape is a problem not
an epidemic.”
Yes, you’re right, rape is a
problem. Now we need to ask,
why? Why do men rape? What is
it in our culture and socialization

of both

men

and

women

that

allows for the physical reaction

and reality of rape?

The article’s last statement is
that, ‘‘Women must use their own

. Colby Brooke
senior, psychology

Candidate's record probed
Editor:

One major issue the candidates
did not mention in the Nov. 5
Lumberjack article is former
Mayor Ward Falor’s political
record.
Many students probably don’t
realize this man could aptly be
called the ‘‘Father of the Arcata
Freeway.’’ As mayor, Falor
cooperated with Caltrans in
signing the contract for ‘‘the last
of the great California freeway
boondoggles.”’
When the people of Arcata
woke up to the implications of
this project they elected a whole
new council (four out of five

members

approved

the

free-

way!). But, alas, it was too late.
The contract had been signed.
Caltrans, as we can all see,
plowed over Arcata because
Falor and the former council's
actions.
It is also interesting to note how
his attitude toward students has

changed. In a Dec. 6, 1972
Lumberjack article, Falor refer-

red to ‘dirty, long-haired freaks”
in college communities as ‘‘visual pollution.”
He went on to discuss the
hovels in which many students
live, saying Arcata’s lack of
adequate housing was due to
“anti-establishment feelings of
students and the destruction
which accompanies these feel-

ings.”’
Falor said, ‘‘These people grow
organic gardens, live together
unmarried and come out of their
hovels in the morning wearing
thesame clothes they had on the
night before.”’ He qualified these
comments’
by saying they
applied only to “‘three or four per
cent of students.”’
At one of last year’s city budget
meetings, Falor spoke against
reduced student fares on the bus
system, calling them a ‘‘special
er

privilege’ even though he knew
very well that students are
paying their fair share through a
subsidy.
‘ Falor’s friendliness toward

students is partof an attempt at a
comeback, and appears to be
motivated by political expediency rather than sincerity.
The current city council, led by
Mayor Alexandra Fairless, has

made

progress

toward

solving

Arcata’s problems, including the
initiation of a new bus system.
Next March, let’s hold the
poiiticians accountable for their
actions at election time.
Harriet Gray
Arcata

The

Lumberiack

welcomes

lettersof 300 wordsor less, free of
_ libel and within reasonable limits
of taste. Letters must be signed
and students identified by year
and major; faculty and staff by
department and titie, and local
residents by city. All letters ere
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Group files pro-pot suit;
seeks legalized possession
by Lee Beckman
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The National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) filed a lawsuit in San
Francisco and Los Angeles
Counties three weeks ago seeking
legalization of private possession
and cultivation of marijuana.
The suit contends the laws
prohibiting the private possession and cultivation of marijuana
violate an individual's right to
privacy and are unconstitutional.
If successful, the suit will
prohibit law enforcement officers
from enforcing statutes which
make personal use of marijuana
illegal.
Mild drug
The complaint
by NORML
states although no drug may be
totally harmless and a theoretical possibility of drug abuse may
exist, marijuana is a mild,
harmless drug and its use in the
United States causes no public
health, welfare or safety problems or other effects harmful to
society.
The lawsuit is based partly on
the decision by the Alaska
Supreme Court last May making
it legal for Alaskans to possess
and cultivate marijuana for
personal use within their homes.
Alaska is the first state to pass
such legislation.
The NORML suit points out
both Alaska
and California
enacted similar amendments to
their state constitutions in 1972
granting inalienable rights. to
privacy to all citizens. The
California Supreme Court has not
ruled on how the constitutional
amendment affects private marijuana use.
Constitutional challenge

Serving as lead counsel for
NORML
in the constitutional
challenge is Public Counsel, a
public-interest law office of
Beverly Hills Bar Association
Law Foundation.
In a recent telephone interview, Jonathan Adler, executive

THE JOE NAMATH
SIGNATURE COLLECTION
BY ARROW
Daly's Scores big with the new Joe Namath
collection of sport shirts. They're exactly what
you'd expect a winner to wear. . . casual and
comfortable, but packed with high style. And
they even sport Joe's autograph!
Just ‘22.50.

Join Joe in San Diego Dec. 15
for

the

Jets/Chargers

Little use cuts

nighttime hours
Because of lack of use, the
evening hours of the Student
Health Center on Mondays and
Thursdays will probably be cut
back from 8 p.m. to6 p.m.
Evening hours by appointment

for special problems will continue, however.
During the four extended
hours, which utilize a doctor,
nurse and office person,
an
average of six patients each
evening, who could have come in

Game!
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service, according to Dr. Norman
Headley, the center's director.
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director of Public Counsel said,
**My feeling is that this is not a
lawsuit to encourage people to
smoke marijuana,
but is a
lawsuit to let people make the
decision themselves and prove
that smoking marijuana is not a
concern of the state and it is
relatively harmless.”
“We believe the decision to
smoke marijuana should be that
of the individual, not the decision
of the State of California,’’ Adler
said.
Cannot breach privacy

The

Alaska

Supreme

Court

concluded, ‘‘the privacy of the
individual's home cannot be
breached absent a persuasive
showing of a close and substantial relationship of the intrusion
to the legitimate governmental
interest. Here, mere scientific
doubts will not suffice.”
The Alaska Court ruled the
state could not prove the public
health and welfare would suffer if
marijuana controls were lifted.
The Alaska decision was the
result of extensive hearings
attended by top drug experts
from throughout the United
States. The Alaska Court determined,
as a result of the
hearings, ‘‘the use of marijuana
in the United States does not
constitute a public health problem of any significant dimension.”
Experts to testify
Mark Soler, a San Francisco
attorney working as co- counsel
for NORML, said some of the
experts to testify in the California
suit are Joel Fort, a nationally
known
drug expert who has
written several books on drugs,
including ‘‘The Pleasure Seekers,’’ and runs a drug treatment
clinic in San Francisco called
Fort Help.
J. Tomas Ungerleiter, a member of the National Marijuana
Commission and a_ psychology
professor at UCLA, and David
Smith,
head of the Haight
Ashbury
Free Clinic in San
Francisco will testify at the
hearings. Fort and Ungerleiter
both testified in the Alaska case.
Soler said the trial will begin in
4-to-5 months, depending on the
amount of pretrial activity.
NORML
attorneys are now
waiting for the defendants to
answer the charges.
Defendants n::med

The defendants named in the
suit are the persons in each
county responsible for enforcement of the present marijuana
statutes.
Named as defendants in the
Los Angeles complaint were

California Atty. Gen.

Evelle J.

Younger, Police Chief Edward
M. Davis, Sheriff Peter J.
Pitchess, D. A. John Van De
Camp and City Atty. Burt Pines.
Defendants named in the San
Francisco complaint were Police
Chief Donald M. Scott, D. A. John
Ferdon, Sheriff Richard Hongisto
and City Atty. Thomas O’Conner.
Many arrests

The suit was filed in Los
Angeles County because more
marijuana arrests occur there
each year than in any state. San
Francisco was selected because
it was the only California county
to pass Proposition 19, the 1972
California Marijuana Initiative.
According to NORML, 90 per cent
of all marijuana arrests are for
simple possession.
The California and U. S.
Constitutions prohibit cruel and
unusual punishment and guarantee equal protection under the
law. The NORML complaints cite
unequal treatment to users of
marijuana, as contrasted with
users of alcohol or tobacco,
substances which are clearly
dangerous and in widespread
use.

Adler said the case has about a
50 per cent chance
successful in court. He
trial is successful, the
90 per cent chance of

California

Supreme

mm being
said # the
suf has a
teceiving

ourt

ap-

proval.
Move to dismiss

Soler said the defendants will
probably move to dismiss the
case, but was confident the case
would go to trial.
“The Alaskan
decision has
already proved the case has
merit, and that was a very
credible decision. It’s inconceivable the court would ignore the
Alaska decision. When the case
goes to trial we'll have a very
good chance of winning on the
merits of the case,’’ Soler said.
Authorities supporting the
NORML
complaint
are
the
National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer
Commission),
the Canadian
Commission of Inquiry into the
Non-Medical use of Drugs (Le
Dain Commission), Annual Reports to Congress on ‘‘Marijuana
and Health’’ from the Dept. of
Health, Education and Welfare
and
the report
‘‘Ganja_
in
Jamaica’’ sponsored by the
Center for Studies of Narcotic
and Drug Abuse of the National
Institute of Mental Health.
The ‘‘Ganja
in Jamaica’
report is the first intensive study
of chronic marijuana use to be
published.
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Genocide charged
teacher, said a main
behind the charge is ‘‘to
recognition of the integrity
sovereign tribes and the

by Lori Onstenk
The local Native American
community has issued a statement charging the U. S. government with committing genocide

ples held by the aboriginal people
of this land.”
Historical justice, truth
Historical justice and truth,
especially during the bicentennial year, are two other aims of the
statement, Norton said.
‘‘How can the American public,
in all good conscience, celebrate

against its people.
“We maintain that every act
termed genocide or attributed to
genocide has been committed
upon the Native American people
in the past and continues, in one
form or another, at the present,”’
it states.
The word genocide takes one

“This

from

Jack Norton
Convention is absolute and in no
way dependent upon ratification.
Having been ratified by 20

members of the group; deliber-

member states as provided for,

ately inflicting on the group
conditions of life calculated to
bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; imposing
measures intended to prevent
births within the group and
forcibly transferring children of
the group to another group.
Geneva Convention
The Geneva Convention was
never ratified by the United
States, but since the United
States is a charter member of the
U.N., it must abide by the U.N.’s
laws.
A group of 92 Blacks attempted
to petition the U.N. in 1954,
charging the United States with
recent acts of genocide. They
were turned away because they
lacked the support of a member
nation.
According to their petition,

the Convention has become
binding on all member states..
Government crimes
The
statement
continues,
“There is no statute of limitations
within the crime as defined and
accepted by the U.N. In other
words, at any time after this act
has been committed, the people
have the right to charge their
government with crimes that
surpass human civilized law, no
matter when it occurred:
“The physical genocide committed against the Indian people
was carried out in the 1700’s and
1800’s by the U.S. government.
‘Mental genocide is occurring

‘The obligation to implement the

roe

Fashion
Fabric

Objects

this nation’s ‘birthday’ when it is
being celebrated on stolen, raped
and plundered land?”’ it states.

back to post-World War II days,
to a time when precedents were
being set in the international
courts at Nuremburg.
Genocide definition
In 1949 the United Nation’s
Geneva Convention of the Prevention and Punishment
of
Genocide defined it as: killing
members of the group; causing
serious bodily or mental harm to

theme
cause
of the
princi-

today in the forms of alcoholism,

drugs, suicide and educational
curriculum that demeans and
assaults the self-worth and selfimage of our youth.”
Jack Norton, HSU ethnic studies

‘new

the

land’

native

was

people
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taken

and

disease and death were given to
them in return,’’ the statement
concludes.
To ensure a hearing with the
U.N., “‘it is anticipated that the
charge will be introduced by a
member nation,’’ Norton said.
Future generations
“If they are rejected, I just
hope that future generations will
see the attempt, as the 1954
attempt was seen and used as an
example in the formation of this
statement,’’ Norton said.
“Our contention of today is
mostly that of mental genocide.”
One example he gave is the
way state-approved textbooks
generally portray Native Americans. Even today, words like
“savage” and ‘“‘nomadic’’ are
used in history books, he said.
Another example is the U.S.
Forest Service’s Gasquet-Orleans Road, which will disturb
Native American sacred grounds Norton
said
it is hoped
traditional people across
the
nation will endorse the charge.
He added that a delegation will
probably be formed to address
the U.N.
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THE PALACE

by Dean Tremewan
Gun control legislation is percolating at both the state
and federal levels. With more than 10 clay pigeons . . . er, I
mean Democratic candidates running for President . . . not to
mention the nine lives of Jerry Ford, concern for gun control
is gaining political momentum. Sen. Edward Kennedy gave a

CREPES

SALADS
SANDWICHES

speech before the Chicago crime commission asking for a
complete ban on hand guns. . .as did Atty. Gen. Evelle J.
Younger in California when he spoke to the Senate J udiciary
Committee.

DESSERTS

Sunday

Faculty evaluation proposal
unpopular with faculty

Brunch

Gary Berrigan of the SLC tells me that a committee to
evaluate instructional quality is looking for a faculty
member to serve on the committee. He said it may have

L

trouble finding one because of ‘‘general faculty opposition to
evaluation reports about their performance which would

507 SESDND

later be made public.”” The committee hopes to develop a

fy Hp hy,
we

yes

questionnaire
students

that will be distributed

to evaluate

the

instructor’s

in classes asking
effectiveness.

Most

departments already have evaluation reports from students
as part of their promotion criteria, but these reports, said
Berrigan, are for their own eyes and are not released to the

public. He said the faculty is afraid the SLC proposal would
embarrass faculty members who receive poor ratings since
the results would be published in a booklet and sold to
students.
Berrigan said the Academic Senate has been asked to
Ads to The Lumberjack must be in by 4 p.m.
$1.50 for 25 words or less, prepaid. The Lumberjack is
classified ad.
;
EARN UP TO $1800 a school year
or more
posting
educational
literature on campus
in spare
time. Send name, address, phone,
school
and _ references
to:
Nationwide
College
Marketing
Services, Inc., P.O. Box 1384, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48106. Call (313)
662-1770.

Would like to interview people
who've had experiences—good or
bad—with local auto mechanics.
Call 822-3209 eves.
GET DOWN — | have an almost
new down coat, hood and stuff
bag. Women’s medium. Will sell
for $35. Call 822-5579, ask for
Jenny.

Friday to appear in the next Wednesday
not responsible’ for the content of any

CHARTER
FLIGHTS,
Eurail
passes, Student Rail
Pass,
ID
cards, youth hotels, ships, commercial flights and general information available at Associated
Students Travel Service. Nelson
Hall

117. 826.3359

Teacher wanted for Bates method
of visual improvement. Must be
qualified. Call Calvin at 442-7989
eves.
Lowa Boots For Sale. Worn once
on 3-day backpack. Men’‘s size 62
or women’s size 8-8/2. A steal for
$45. Call 622-4391 after 2 p.m.

THIRD WORLD PEOPLE PAID
TO
PARTICIPATE
IN
RE.
—
PROJECT. CALL 445.

PENFRIENDS; all gay, inquiries
invited. Jack Harting, P.O. Box
88009L, Honolulu, Hawaii 96815.

approach faculty members to serve on the committee to

issue.

balance their efforts in formulation of a fair questionnaire,
but he’s afraid the senate may ‘drag its feet on this,”’ in an
attempt to discourage the idea.

Custom
fishing
rods
made
to
order.
Using
only
the
finest
equipment.
Reasonably
priced. |
Come see my work. Paul 839-0507.
2nd year TAP DANCING instruction Wed. nites 7:30-8:30. Sally
Stevenson’s, 822-9319 in Arcata,
1111 - Wth St.

Dr. Richard Meyer, Academic Senate chairman, said
there will be no dragging by the senate, and that in fact two
faculty members were already approached, but declined to
serve. He would not disclose who they were. Another SLC
source, however, identified the two as Steven Littlejohn and

|

James Cunningham.

3

Tension Getting You?
Freelance
Masseur
- Flexible
Rates. Call 445-1595 before 9 p.m.

Calico Cat |! 521 2nd St., Eureka

442-2572.

LOST—HP-35
Calculator
(near
Forestry
bidg.
or
in
Union
Street.) Generous Reward. 839-

Hill

|

|

Meyer also said Berrigan’s accusation that the Academic
Senate laughed at the idea of faculty evaluations is not true
and in fact only a few chuckles were exchanged after the first
two refusals to serve on the committee demonstrated the
unpopularity of such a committee appointment. Despite the
general faculty opposition Berrigan said the committee will

“‘go ahead

anyway

with the evaluation program.

We're

hoping to avoid a confrontation with the Academic Senate
and the faculty in general to make the program more
effective.”
One SLC source tells me Meyer had said he didn’t like the
idea of evaluations when he was asked about this idea during
spring quarter of last year. Meyer tells me now he thinks it’s

@

a good idea.

Little

What all this seems to add up to is a question of how
responsive the Academic Senate and the faculty in general
will be to a proposal that would expose what students think
about how each teacher does his job.
Berrigan said the Academic Senate should be given more
time to approach faculty members to serve on the
committee, and their action will be an indication of how
much the faculty will cooperate with the committee's efforts.
“We will approach them ourselves if the faculty senate
cannot find an appointee,”’said Berrigan.
Meanwhile Meyer, tells me he will ask the executive
committee if they want to put an item on the agenda for the
senate to approach possible faculty candidates for the
appointment. He did not, however, say he will put the item on
the agenda himself which, as chairman, is within his power.
While the search for a faculty member to serve on the
committee gets under way, a search for a coordinator with a
computer programming background is also going on.

Feat

Berrigan said the coordinator will be a student who will help
develop the questionnaire using similar evaluation programs
from other universities as background information.

$3.77
America's

Greatest

Hits

|

Seals

I mentioned last week that San Francisco attorney Jerry
Hill was on campus and announced his intention to launch a
liberal Democratic challenge to our own Republican
Congressman Don Clausen. This week in Washington a

&

Crofts

Greatest

E20) 1620 "6"
ARCATA

822-8121

On Warner Brothers Records and Tapes

Hits

|

private poll is being circulated that reveals Clausen’s district

«:

The poll was reported in the Eureka Times-Standard.
Alex Thomae of the Community Judiciary Council for
HSU residence halls says a task force is being set up to study

=
%:

possible changes in residence guidelines pertaining to
marijuana possession. The review of the guidelines stems

*
*:

is one of the “‘vulnerahle Republican congressional districts.” ‘:

from

Sen.

George

Moscone’s

marijuana

bill which

will

become law the first of the year. It will allow police to use a
ticketing procedure for possession of one ounce or less of

marijuana. The task force will look into a possible move to

® conform HSU guidelines with that law and Title V of the state

code prohibiting illegal drugs on campus . . . according to
Thomae. He said this should not be taken to mean HSU will

liberalize its no pot policy for residence hall students.
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Crescent City Treasure Ship

~There’s Gold in Them Waters
by

Rick

Sanders

The Brother Jonathan did not die easily.
As the townspeople
of Crescent City watched on a
clear July afternoon 110 years ago from a high bluff

overlooking the Crescent City Reef, the three-masted
steamship, Brother Jonathan, ag
and tore apart
for 45 minutes while impaled on what is now known as

Jonathan Rock.
:
Running south, ahead of a summer gale which
forced her captain to come about and made
Crescent City harbor, she had driven herself
Jonathan Rock with all the force her steam engine
the gale at her stern could muster.
A jagged, pointed rock lying inches below

had
for
onto
and
the

choppy, wind-blown surface, tore out part of the
copper bottom, piercing her just forward of the engine
room.
The helmsman, one of 19 survivors of 232 people
on board, said later,” . . . the captain stopped and
backed her, but could not move the vessel an inch. She
rolled about five minutes, then gave a tremendous
thump and part of the keel came alongside. By that

time the wind and sea had slung her around until her
head came out of the sea and worked off a little. Then
the foremast went through the bottom until the yard
resied on the deck. Captain DeWolf ordered everyone

Ps

Brother Jonathan

to look to his own safety and said that he would do the

best for all.”
In the mountainous seas only one life boat sur-

vived of the six on board.
It was about 4:45 p.m. on July 30, 1865 when the
Brother Jonathan slipped off Jonathan rock into about
200 feet of water, taking 213 people with her.
Perhaps the reason she lasted that long in those
seas and winds was due to her sturdy construction.
The decks were built of white oak, each 14 inches
thick, the hull was copper covered Oregon oak and the

during the course of an underwater search, he lost the
wreck site several times during the next two or three
years, only to find her again.

She sailed the Pacific Northwest Coast waters for

Holcomb began to realize that he and his son
Grant, now 18, could not hope to salvage the Brother
Jonathan alone. They had been using a boat of their
own construction, a double-ended bartender built for
this search and designed to ride the chop and swells
around the reef that split open the Brother Jonathan.
They needed to pinpoint the location of the wreck,

seven years, rested under them for 110 years and may
rise again next year.

inches and seldom opened past ten feet. They needed

cabins were redwood.

Larry Holcomb, HSU psychology instructor,
believes he has found the Brother Jonathan after
searching for 25 years;

a find which, according to

Holcomb, is worth nearly $20 million.
Portions of the shipping manifest still exist. Some
partial copies were made and conjecture places
treasures aboard the ship, at the time of her sinking,
which have not shown up on the manifest.
The manifest lists, among other things,

lumber and mining

machinery

wool,

bound for Oregon,

Washington and Idaho. Brother Jonathan was capable

of carrying 900 tons of cargo and was overloaded. On
her final voyage Captain DeWolf’s last words were,
“Tell them that if they had not overloaded us we would
have got through all right and this would never have

happened.”’

Locked in the ships safe was $200,000, payroll”

money for Fort Vancouver, Washington Territory.
Three hundred hogheads of whiskey worth $30,000 to
$50,000 per barrel were aboard as well as a ton and-ahalf of Canadian gold which does not appear on

remaining portions of the manifest.
Among the passengers who died that afternoon
was Victor Smith, former Collector of Customs at Port

Angeles, Washington. It is rumored that Smith had in
his possession $3 million in greenbacks. According to
Holcomb it would be possible to remove the salt water
from the greenbacks, thus making them negotiable.

Holcomb, 42, remembers hearing tales of the
Brother Jonathan in early childhood. He began
studying those stories after graduating from high
school in Crescent City in 1951 and added all the
documented evidence he could gather in the last 20
years.
Holcomb worked as a guide on the Klamath river
for a number of years, a job which supplied him with
some

valuable

knowledge,

about

water

currents,

knowledge he would need as the time drew near
beginning the search for the ship.
During the summer of 1967, Holcomb waited for

wind and
day the
Jonathan
course as
They

sea conditions approximating those of the
ship sank and released float bouys near
Rock. He hoped they would follow the same
the descending ship had a century before.
did, and as Holcomb searched their tracks

he eventually found her.in. about 200 feet of water,

resting on a rock and sand bottom. As often happens

because underwater visibility could close in to five
money, divers, cameras and ships capable of carrying

sonar equipment.

Holcomb then formed the Brother Jonathan Corp.,

which now numbers about 18 persons, and raised
the
money needed to verify that he had found the ship.
They contracted with research firms to help establish
the wreck as the Brother Jonathan. The search began
in earnest, (there were several possible sites,
probably other wrecks) using two land based

move it in near the shore and turn it into an underwater museum.
Quick to refute more than an understandable
enthusiasm in the visions of wealth the Brother
Jonathan conjures up, Holcomb points out that the
State of California will take half of the net worth of
treasure. He says, ‘I have no designs on a lot of
material things.”’

Now that the date for salvaging the wreck draws
near and Holcomb’s dreams
future seems uncertain.

Of

the

years

to come

become

Holcomb

reality,

says,

his

‘‘(I’ll)

probably pursue some of the other ships.”
Holcomb views the end of his years of absorption
in the tale of the Brother Jonathan and his search for

cher with some trepidation, a feeling perhaps best
described by Grant who says, ‘‘. . . I’ll be sad to see
her salvaged. There will never be another Brother
Jonathan to be found.”’

reference points, a side-scan sonar which gave them a
horizontal picture of the bottom, a two-man sub-

marine

equipped

magnetometer

with

cameras

and

to separate man-made

a _ proton

NX

objects from

\
SS

natural mineral deposits on the ocean floor.
Until that time Holcomb and Grant, had been
using a fathometer exclusively in their search. They

were able to reproduce a rough, vertical outline of the
bottom but they needed much more.
Having to rely on outside expertise cost Holcomb
at least one summer’s work. The equipment gave
false readings but no one was aware of the fact until
later. Holcomb says, ‘‘It finally came down to the
point where you realize you don’t know anything about
a prton magnetometer.”’

Last year Holcomb accumulated enough evidence
to convince him that the Brother Jonathan has indeed
been found. He has divers’ reports of portions of the
wreck, one telling of a mast extending through the hull
and the yardarm resting on the deck. Holcomb says he
is ‘‘just waiting for verification now’’ which could
consist of video-tape, specific pieces of the wreck or
specific measurements of portions of the wreck,
possibly the engine room which was unlike any other
ship traveling this coast.
Video-tape may prove to be the most practical
method of verification because a diver can stay at 200
feet less than 12 minutes without having to come up in
the cold water.
Strong currents by the wreck and poor visibility
have hampered the two-man sub with which they
hoped to obtain video-tape. From nine hours the sub
has spent near the wreck four minutes of film have

been obtained.
Holcomb expects that once verification of the
wreck has proved it to be the Brother Jonathan, each
of the shares in his corporation will increase from
$7,590to more than $75,000. Part ‘of the money will be
used, according to Holcomb, to salvage the wreck,
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The Osprey is a fly-by-night, semi-regular product of the
Humboldt State Journalism Department. All opinions ex.
pressed are those of the authors, editors or their mothers. We
would like to bestow grateful bouquets of thanks. To Keith,
Mitch and Brian, thank you for allowing us these few pages.

To Howard, thanks for trying so hard. To Don, ‘‘Hiya baby!’

To Alistair and Gene, thanks for nothing. To Gary,
thanks for
the raft. Anne, thanks for sitting in it. To all Journalism
students in 190 whose work was not printed, thanks for your
troubles. And thanks to Aaron Krohn for this unique poem:
This is Arcata?
| said to the waiter
He pulled on my spoon
1 catled him a goon
ey
and said, ‘ Arcata, see ya later!’’
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is thirty-five
times enough?
‘by

Robin

Piard

The room is shrouded with gloom as

a deathly-pale young man starts a Cat
Stevens album. The music continues
as the man tightens a noose around his
neck and kicks away a chair. He falls

with a thud,

choking

on his

thick,

Financial failure seems an unusual

“Each time I see it, I see something
in it I hadn’t seen before,’’ he said.

trait for popular movies, but Brazeau
has an explanation:
“The only reason any good picture

Being interested in psychology, he
especially enjoyed ‘‘the creative
techniques Harold used to blow his

fails is because the studio handled it
wrong.’’

mother’s mind.”

Be

blackening tongue.
If you’re like many students here,
you recognize that scene. Morbid as it
sounds, it opens a warm and human
movie, ‘‘Harold and Maude,” a 1972

Stottler thinks such rebellion against
an authority figure might be one
reason the film is so popular with
young adults.
Or, observes Steve Newmark, “‘It’s a

film about a suicidal, 19 year-old ob-

‘head trip’.”” Newmark keeps track of

sessed with death and his 79-year-old
lover obsessed with life.
Despite the strangeness of the story,

HSU movie audience taste because he
is one cf the managors cf the campus
Film Co-op. He and his partner, Ava
Kahn, have noticed local audiences
appreciate movies with fantasy, an
element of most humanistic comedies.
Some other elements these movies
share are:

it’s not uncommon to find people who
have seen “Harold and Maude” more
than five times.

“Nobody will believe this,’’ says
Humboldt State speech major Lynda
Smith. ‘I’ve seen it about 35 times.”
She worked at the Ignacio Theater in
Novato, Calif., where ‘Harold and
Maude’’ played four weeks in a row
and returned twice that year.
“But that’s not why I saw it so
much,”’ she said after asking if it was
currently playing in Arcata. ‘I saw it
every night that it played at my
theater, even on my nights off, and I
went to other theaters in the county to
see it.”

“‘Besides,”’ she added, ‘‘the love in

percentage

producer)

of

the

take

to

uncut

version

Maude"

promoting a few cult films. Some of his
choices
are
‘‘Where’s
Poppa,’’
“Slither,’’ and ‘‘They Might Be

the suicides of ‘“‘Harold and Maude”’

the movie overcame the violence.”
Still, these movies were often
greeted with dislike or confusion, and
it wasn’t until they went off a percentage sale (where the theater gives

and

the

‘‘Now he makes more in one showing
in New York than the original owners
made in nine years,’’ says Brazeau.
Like Finley, Brazeau is interested in

Giants,” starring George C. Scott.

are mostly faked, the main characters
of ‘‘King of Hearts’ are insane and
Peter Boyle in ‘‘Steelyard Blues” is
just out of an asylum.
3. The characters are individualistic
and non-conventional.
4. They flop on first release. As
Brazeau says, ‘‘They are profitable to
the exhibitor, not the producer or
maker.”

depicting violence.

from

So is ‘King of Hearts,”’ whose rights
were bought in 1973by Randy Finley, a
theater owner in Washington.

2. They abandon reality. For instance;

violent violence,”’ says Lynda Smith,
who noted that audiences had a tendency to laugh hardest at scenes

scene

of “Harold

1. They are social comedies with
message. They are concerned with
personal freedom—the ability to express the freedom of the individual in a
society both bizarre and insane.

For Sandie, “Harold and Maude”’
was ignored by major critics upon its
first release. In the only accessible
mention of the movie the reviewer said
he felt like walking out because of the
violence.
“But it was funny violence, not

a

A

the

that the films gained wide

spread attention.

But these movies are not like the
traditional blockbusters, ‘‘The Sound

of Music,” “‘The Exorcist” or ‘‘Jaws,”’
al
“Harold and Maude’’ vies
with ‘‘Sound of Music’”’ for the world
One explanation for her devotion is
that she was ‘‘in love with Harold’”’
(played by Bud Cort of “Brewster

McClowd”

and

‘“M-A-S-H”

fame);

another was ‘‘because it’s so bizarre.’’

Another person who likes the movie
is HSU cinema teacher Rick Brazeau,
who runs the Minor and Arcata

Theaters. The movie always makes a
profit, even though it comes to town
about twice a year.
Brazeau calls ‘Harold and Maude”’
a “humanistic comedy” and compares
it with films like “King of Hearts,” and
“Steelyard Blues.” All are me moneymakers for him..
gem

record of playing in one theater for the
longest period of time—more than two

Thomas says he really can’t understand the popularity of ‘Harold and

years straight .

Maude”

They are quiet movies, largely
ignoredby national movie critics and
audiences, but great hits among the

“I am more impressed at their
popularity than being personally
gratified by them,” he said.
“I don’t think these films are

college crowd.

“Campus
sustaining

communities
audience,’’

are

the

Brazeau

ex-

classics. I think they are reflecting
some need that this period has,” ad-

plains. ‘People who saw ‘King of
Hearts’ the first time still come.”
Like Marilyn Taylor, an HSU math
major who has seen ‘“‘King of Hearts’”’
three times. Or people like Chuck
Stottler, an HSU Counseling-Psychology student who has seen “Har.
old and Maude”’ four times and plans
to see it ‘Whenever it’s back in town.”

or the ‘‘King of Hearts.”

Then the films could be rented for a

flat fee. Any money over that went
directly to the theater.
But
‘Paramount

(Harold’s

producer) caught on,” says Mike
Thomas, a Bay Area resident who is a
~

film distributor for 12 theaters, including the Arcata and Minor. ae on
———
A

a

ding that he believes their popularity
will fade in the future.
For now, however, he plans to keep
bringing ‘King of Hearts’? (which
played in, September), ‘‘Steelyard_
Blues’’ (playing this week) and
“Harold and Maude’ (coming next
month)
to Arcata. “We have never lost
honey ‘on Chae, Sr Saye:
ar

in Total Woman are based
epts
applied
The conc
on Christianity, she said.
“Jesus Christ is the liberator of all persons, and
through the course you learn as a child of God how to
present a worthy person to your husband in an intelligent manner.”
“Christ,” Holmes believes, ‘is the power source
.. . you don’t heal an incredibly mangled marriage

for his sake...
strictly a

without the love of Christ.”

With or without a divine power source, the women
enrolled in both courses are encouraged to try to make
their marriage blissfully wholesome.
While the book ‘‘Fascinating Womanhood”’ places
a stronger emphasis on the spiritual side of marriage
and the celestial relationship between husband and
wife, the Total Woman philosophy, in comparison,
contains just a touch more of spicy sex. Regardless of
which method is used, the goal of both seems to be to
“become the ideal woman from a man’s point of
view,” as author Andelin phrases it.
To accomplish this feat, numerous do’s and

female

don’ts, A-B-C outlines and one-two-three- step by step

lists have been drawn up for the willing wife to follow.
Total Women abide by the Four A’s. Accept your
husband, Admire him, Appreciate him and Adapt to

his way of life. The last “‘A”’ includes everything from
watching football with him, even though you detest the
sport, to making yourself available for sex ‘‘as often
as he wants it,” according to Holmes.

“To be submissive sexually is hard for women to

accept,” Holmes said. “The women libbers pick out
exactly what they want to from Total Woman, and
that’s one that turns them off. But being submissive

sexually is hard for a lot of Christian women to accept,

too.”
As

Morgan

writes

in her

book,

‘The

biblical

remedy for a marital conflict is stated ‘You wives

must submit to your husband’s leadership in the same

way you submit to the Lord’.”’ (Ephesians 5:22). Ina

more modernized way, she advises; “allowing your
husband to be family president is good business.”
Holmes said wives are encouraged ‘‘to make sex
available and more fun. Do it under the dining room

Jeanne

“When the Reverend here announced from the
pulpit that he was pleased with the success of the

Sapunor

The week’s topic: Sex 201.

The week’s homework assignment: “Thrill him at
the front door in your costume. A frilly new nighty and
high heels will probably do the trick for a starter.
Variety is the spice of life.”
The course is not a graduate seminar in the
psychology of abnormal behavior, nor is it a CIA crash

course in domestic espionage. It is the ‘‘Total Woman
Seminar,” a six-hour, $15 training session on the art of

creating marital bliss through the application of frilly
nighties, wifely submissiveness and adherence to St.
Paul and other Biblical authors.
But, if that sounds unappealing, there is an
alternative guide for the married woman. For $32 and
16 hours, you can instead become a Fascinating Woman, via foot-stomping tantrums, ruffled polka-dot
dresses and more help from the scripture.

Both courses are attracting attention, and women,

throughout

the country.

Womanhood

Fascinating

seminars stretch across the oceans in sessions from
New Guinea to South Africa. Two years ago, 12

women, all wives of Miami Dolphin football players,
became certified Total Women. That season, their
men won the Super Bowl. The following season, they

won again. Sheer coincidence?

Why, the courses are becoming so popular they

have even been held right here in behind-the-times
Humboldt County.

Two

'
been

held

Fascinating
in Eureka

:

Womanhood
in

1975,

have

workshops

both

at

the

Bethel

Assembly of God. In April, 137 women completed the
course, which included a fashion show from Bistrin’s
and

a cooking

demonstration

by the Seventh

Day

Adventist church. The women in attendance ranged
from two 17-year old’s, about to be married, to a
widow in her sixties, according to Jann Mathies, the

honeymoon was starting all over again,” she said.
Married for over eight years and the mother of

two young girls, Mathies recently moved to Modesto,
where her husband is a sales manager for a food
company. She said she has noticed a personal change
in her own self since she first became involved with
Fascinating Womanhood.
“I have realized I love my husband more and
more in the past years not for just the person he is but
for The Man he is.”

In October, another workshop was scheduled, and
Mathies came up to conduct the course. Only a few
women

enrolled,

and

Mathies

said

they

had

such

serious problems that she conducted private sessions
with them. Mathies said that one possible explanation
for the low turnout she had was the “‘outstanding
turnout”’ the Total Woman seminar had in September
in Arcata, adding that though the two courses were
similar in principles, Total Woman was ‘more into
sex.”

Indeed, the author and president of ‘The Total
Woman,’”’ Marabel Morgan, devotes more pages to
sex than does Helen B. Andelin, author and president
of ‘‘Fascinating Womanhood,” a book first printed in
1963 and now in its 26th printing.
Part three of Morgan’s book is entitled ‘‘Sex 201,”
with chapters tittilatingly headlined; ‘‘Painting the
House,” ‘Rocks in the Mattress,’’ and “Super Sex.”

Subtitles include ‘Fizzle to Sizzle,’’ ‘Happy Home-

coming,” ‘Fireworks at Breakfast” and, to complete

the menu plan, “Luncheon Special.”
“The chapters on sex get more giggles from the

ladies at the seminar,” according to Esther Holmes, a

and willing to take complete responsibility for the
happiness of their marriages.
“It was a rude awakening for some of the ladies,”’

She first heard of Total Woman when she saw
Marabel Morgan on the Phil Donahue show, and ever
since she has been enthusiastically involved with
spreading the good word. She was amazed by the

learn how to become a more desirable wife and human
being.”
Mathies, who herself heard about Fascinating
Womanhood through a friend about a year ago, was
recently licensed by the Fascinating Womanhood
foundation, headquartered in Santa Barbara, as one of
over 1,000 teachers. She described the transformation
she saw taking place in the women who attended her
first workshop a “‘beautiful, beautiful, thing.”

wa a ame

thank me for the harmony the course brought back
into their marriages. They said they felt like the

self-appointed local
Woman following.

Mathies said. “It’s a course in self-improvement. You

REY A

workshops, two or three husbands behind me started
clapping in church. After the service they came up to

only certified Fascinating Womanhood teacher in
Northern California. And, although they came with
the idea ‘“‘that they were right and their husbands
were wrong,” Mathies said they left the course ready

LR
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spokeswoman

positive response to the seminar

for

Women

who

come

to

Total

held at the First

Presbyterian Church.
“There is a crying need for women
identity.

the

the

to find an

seminars

are

questioning who they are. Are they shadows of their
husbands? What do they do with themselves when the
children leave home?,”’ she asked.

The wife of a local surgeon, Holmes has been
married for 15 years and has three children, aged 12,
11 and 10 (‘that was before I knew about the Pill)”’.

cee

Sex

201

stucent>::

nagging.

Instead,

explains

Holmes,

‘‘you

make

a

suggestion to your husband once and that’s it. He has
the option to drop it.”
To emphasize her point, Holmes cited one of her
favorite proverbs from ‘“‘The Living Bible.” “‘A
nagging wife annoys like a constant dripping.”’
Mathies agrees, stressing that nagging will only

succeed in bringing ‘tension and discord
—
mold.”

into the

because the wife is trying to remake the

While the ways and means of achieving marital
bliss in the courses are approached differently, the
core of each
is based on Christian doctrine.
Fascinating Womanhood’s founder Andelin is a
devout Mormon. Her concept can be applied to
anyone, not just husbands, Mathies said.
“The fantastic part is that you can apply
Fascinating Womanhood to your parents, children or
neighbors almost identically. The number one rule is
to accept people at face value. You can apply the
course to any man too, not just your husband. When
we stop trying to make men good and make them

happy, the relationship becomes ideal. It blossoms
into something beautiful.”’
With all its sexual dimensions and game plans, the

Jeff

Levine

Total Woman is a bit harder to apply to one’s parents

eee

Scott

and

table if it makes it more exciting. But you just don’t go
around ina bathrobe . . . you don’t need to look like a
hag wearing rollers.”
She said most men respond to warm, sexual
companionship. ‘‘Their needs are basic; less complicated than a woman’s. Some women have hang-ups
about sex, but a man can be taught to be slower and
gentler if the woman is willing to talk.”

One of the most popular anecdotes of a successful
adaptation of the Total Woman philosophy concerns a
woman who took the course at her Southern Baptist
church. ‘‘She welcomes her husband in black mesh
stockings, heels and an apron. That’s all. He took one
look and shouted ‘Praise the Lord!’ He was flabbergasted, but extremely pleased. He could hardly eat
his dinner,’’ retells Morgan.

Esther

Holmes

-«-«

Not only does Andelin encourage women to act
like little charmers, she advises that it might be
beneficial to dress like little girls as well. Dresses
trimmed with daisies, ric-rac, ruffles. Buttons and
bows and black velvet ribbons. Lots of ruffles and
petticoats to rustle.
“If you think it is ridiculous for a grown woman to
wear these things, try them on in your own home and
let your husband be the judge. He might not like them

to be worn in public, but he will love them at home and
for informal occasions,’’ writes Andelin.
Holmes dismisses both tactics as ‘incredibly
stupid suggestions.” ‘‘You can communicate with
someone without hysterics, weeping and accusations.
Present your case in an intelligent manner to your
husband and then wait for his response.”
As for the little girl dress, she said, “I’m a

woman. I don’t need suggestions to wear polka-dots

"You don’t go to the door

and bows.”

in an apron and nothing else
with a 12 year old boy

in Fascinating Womanhood workshops, including
those conducted in a South African tribal village.

at home

...

you have to use

the old bean.’’

That ‘‘happy homecoming” method may be well
and good for that woman, Holmes said, but ‘‘you don’t
go to the door in an apron and nothing else with a 12year old boy at home. You have to use the old bean.”’
Using the old bean, and forming a spiritual attitude, are what Holmes maintains as an integral part
of creating marital bliss. However, she finds some of
the suggestions in ‘Fascinating Womanhood’ just

lack a little of the former. Terming the Fascinating
Womanhoud

approach as more of a ‘‘scheme,"’ she

thinks it is too manipulative.
“They teach you to say and do things to get your
husband to respond. Total Woman teaches trying to
adapt yourself to your husband’s way of thinking so

you can be more responsive to his needs.’’
Holmes refers to the manipulation she sees in the
theory as ‘‘play acting.” The exercises conducted at

the Fascinating Womanhood sessions are lessons on
“how to be cute and adorable even when you're
angry,’’ and the teachers advise that women observe

little girls when they are angry in case women have
forgotten the technique.
“When such a child is teased, she stamps her foot

and shakes her curls and pouts. She gets adorably
angry at herself because her efforts to respond are

impotent. Finally she stomps off and threatens never
to speak to you again, then glances over her shoulder
to see if you thought she really meant it, only to stamp

her foot in impatience when she sees that you are not
the least bit fooled . . . to protect and care for such a
delightfully human little creature would be nothing
less than a delight. This is the same feeling that a
woman inspires in a man when she is adorably angry.
This extreme girlishness makes him feel, in contrast,

stronger, and so much more of a man.”

But feminine dress is part of the feminine charm
“The women who attended the workshop weren't
even clothed. How do you teach naked women how to
dress femininely?”’ asked Mathies.

Feminine dress is only one part of the whole
Fascinating Womanhood concept. All concepts are
symbolized through the use of a curved-in-all-theright-places outline of a woman’s figure, with a
straight line drawn down the middle. This is ‘Angela

Human,” half human, half celestial and 100 percent
female. She is the characterization of the ideal woman
in a man’s

eye, with human

qualities of feminity,

childlikeness, fresh appearance and mannerism and
the ability to radiate happiness. Angela has the ability
to understand men through acceptance, admiration,
sensitive pride, sympathetic understanding, her de-

sire to see him in a superior role and her talentat
“making him number one.’’ All that and Angela still
finds time to achieve deep inner happiness and do the
daily chores (‘‘Domestic Goddess’’).
‘‘All men have an inborn driving need to excel, to

be admired for their capabilities,” Mathies explains.
‘“‘That’s why we have men striving for promotions and
advancements in the business world, whether or not
they need the money.”’

Making him Numero Uno, Mathies continued, is a
process of ‘‘building him up.” Through active
listening and observations, a wife can understand her
husband, and ultimately “bring a strange but
righteous power over your man,”’ as founder Andelin
phrases it.
Much of what Mathies teaches in her individual
workshops is based on Andelin’s “‘scripture’’ in
‘Fascinating Womanhood.” When Mathies speaks of

man’s “‘crying need to hear praise, especially from
his wife,” she knows Andelin’s text contains the
following quote. ‘The center of woman’s happiness in
marriage is to be loved by her mate—but the center of
man’s is to be admired.”’
An important principle in both courses is that the
wife accept her husband at face value. In other words,
change yourself, ladies, but don’t change him.
Adapt. Admire. Appreciate. Accept. But good

heavens, don’t nag! Both Andelin and Morgan abhor

or five-year-old daughter. However, it too preaches
acceptance and the importance of communication.

‘Not only does Andeline
encourage women fo act
like little charmers, she
advises that if might be
beneficial to dress like

little girls as well.’’
Basically, Holmes said Total Woman seminars are
attended by Christian woman trying to bring the
Christian concepts into their home. How? By what
leader Morgan terms as “graciously choosing to
adapt to her husband’s ways, even though at times she

desperately may not want to.”
Home

is exactly

where

the Christian

concepts

should stay, too. Fascinating Women “don’t stand for
open sex,” as Mathies puts it, nor are they excited
about day-care @gnters and careers for married
mothers.
‘“‘Day-care centers will encourage women to leave

home,” Andelin, the mother of eight, said. ‘They will
make it easier for those who are tired and bored to
take jobs away from their homes.”

So, though Fascinating Women do advocate equal
pay for equal work, the light dims in regard to equal
rights. As their leader explained in a New York Times
interview, Fascinating Women aren’t anti-feminists,
they’re just pro-marriage.
‘‘Women shouldn’t try to take over men’s jobs. To
do it a woman would have to take on masculine traits.
Women are not meant to have top jobs,” said Andelin.

Rather than strive for the ‘‘top jobs,”’ Mathies
believes the ideal sitaation for a married woman is to

be a mother—at home. When the children
are older or
if a married couple is childless, the wife can serve her

community and satisfy her needs through benevolent
services.

Because she has to work, Mathies said she created
an ideal situation, in which she “doesn’t answer to
anyone.’”’ She is in the ‘‘skin care business’’ in
Modesto, and being her own boss enables her to
arrange working hours around her family, with time
to travel north for seminars.
She isn’t alone. Both Andelin and Morgan have

been so successful with their books that they too are
really working wives and mothers. According to an
article in ‘‘Women’s Day’’ not only do their new

careers require traveling from seminar to seminar,
but they are making quite a bit of money, which is out
of character for the total or Fascinating Woman. The
paperback
ts alone for ‘“‘Total Woman’’ sold for
$675,000. With

hundreds of thousands of women taking

$15 or $30 courses, it adds up.

Still, a real Total Woman answers first to God,

then to her husband, children, then her profession andor public, according to Morgan.
Esther Homes firmly believes this.

“You can stack ‘Fascinating Woman’ and ‘‘Total
Woman” against the Bible and either accept or reject
them, but the Bible is the authority for all relations.

Ultimately, ultimately, ultimately, nothing stands the
test but the Bible. You can’t base your life on a fad or

concept that will change. You can’t base your life on
Total Woman
can’t.”’

or Fascinating Womanhood.

You just

R
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Saving Ferndale's Guerillas
with the National Guard
(ED. note) Some names in the following
article have been changed to prevent
identification of the speaker. The
author, in other cases, has drawn
statements from two or more persons
and attributed them to one ‘“‘composite”’
speaker. The author felt these steps
necessary in order to ‘“‘keep the bigshots at headquarters” guessing.

policymakers.

morning.

They also successfully simulated destruction of
the enemy controlled Fernbridge Store, a half-mile up
from the bridge, and devastated the Fortuna Sewage
Treatment Plant, known to be treating Enemy water.

from

KIEM-TV,

KVIQ-TV

War

Correspondent

annually costing $ billion. The chances of ever putting the military training to test have grown smaller
and smaller. Some California units were placed on
alert three years ago during a Mid-East flareup. In
1961, during the Berlin crisis, President Kennedy
ordered the mobilization of 150,000 reserve soldiers.
The result was distressing to our military

The Enemy had Fortuna.
A whole division was entrenched on the east side
of the Eel River and the bastards were ready to take
their tanks and artillery across the Ferndale Bridge
and wipe out the 72ist People’s Army. The bridge had
to go by the morning of Nov. 2 or the Ferndale
guerillas were as good as dead.
This task fell on the shoulders of the men in ist
Platoon, Co. A, 579 Engineering Batallion, California
National Guard. On a sunny Saturday, Nov. 1, three
rafts carrying 30 men, well-experienced in the
‘blowing of bridges’, slipped and floundered down the
Eel, right under the Enemy’s nose. The three squads
of Co. A successfully blew the bridge early the next

Correspondents

Osprey

and

the Osprey floated the Eel with the men of the 1st

platoon. A photographer from the Eureka TimesStandard followed the action from the north shore.
The correspondents shared spots on the 15-man rafts,
helping out with the rowing while trying to jot notes.
and
information
While gathering backgr

Mission, the Osprey
getting outfitted for the weekend
correspondent was promised a helicopter ride by Co.
A’s public relations man.
The Osprey correspondent went down river in Squad
2’s raft and followed the squad through a day of
required National Guard military training. He never
got that helicopter ride because the ‘“‘chopper”’ clipped

some power lines while attempting to land at Co. A’s
Tureka headquarters, the Guard armory at 3517 W St.

A

Congressional

Committee

gave

documentation to the perennial joke of reserve
combat readiness, reporting that a “Significant
portion of our Army Reserve Force is incapable of
readiness.’ Congress was besieged by angry reserves
who didn’t believe any wall in Berlin was important
enough to disrupt their daily lives.
That feeling is strong in today’s Guard, and still
considered a grave detriment to Guard military efficiency and morale.
“It’s (weekend training) so fucking ridiculous. All
those military, micky-mouse,” a 27-year-old infantry
sergeant from Modesto recently told the Osprey
correspondent. He explained that drill sessions were a
constant fight with boredom. ‘‘Most of the time I just
get drunk.” He knew exactly how many more days
remained in his six-year tour of duty. He was counting

His situation is similar to many

members

of today’s Guard.

With

of the younger

a draft

board

breathing down his neck, warning him that his student

deferment had ended, he considered himself lucky to
get in theGuard and escape Vietnam and the draft. In

1970, 75 per cent of the enlisted men in the Guard,
serving six-year hitches, were there because of the

draft.
The men in Squad 2 echoed that story. All of them
had less than a year to go and they were counting the
day.

both lying on the 15-man raft which was barely pulled
onto a sandbar at the final bend in the Eel, before i
heads toward the Ferndale Bridge. This is where the
Osprey correspondent caught up with Squad 2 after
spending an hour wandering around at the Eureka
armory, because he had missed the jeep taking the

-

by

rest of media to the river.

©

Two of the men were half-asleep on the raft when
the correspondent came down to the river through
some brush. They were lounging amid a confusion of
life-preservers, radios, paddles and M-16s. Murphy,
the squad-leader and the radio-man were sitting on a
rain-jacket playing cribbage. Two others had wandered up to the freeway in search of a store for some
food and drink. The Osprey correspondent wandered
over to the raft.

‘‘What the hell do you want to do an article on the
National Guard,’’ Larry asked. His eyes didn’t move
behind dark glasses. He asked with a manner that
suggested extreme boredom.
The correspondent answered, ‘I’m interested in
the feelings of the low men on the totem pole, the ones
that are spending their weekend on a cold river bottom.”’
Larry sat up slowly and a grim smile formed.
“You want to know how it really is? It’s just fucked.”’
Questioned for details he went on, ‘‘I mean, look I
work five days a week in a mill and I got to get up on
Saturday and come out here and fart around. And then

Monday I’m back at the mill.”’
“It’s like a nightmare.”
The correspondent fell into silence, deciding to let
the two soldiers sleep. In a few minutes he got up and
wandered 100 yards up the beach where he saw men in

“I was number 37 in the lottery,” said Larry, a
local millworker. “I kinda wish now I had gone in the

Squad 1 pulling their raft into the reeds. A television
newsman was with Squad 1. Only the T.V. man and
Parker, the squad leader, were standing. The rest of
the men were trying to find shade beneath the brush.

to go to Vietnam.”
You were 37? Shit, I was

One was reading ‘‘The Teachings of Don Juan,’’ the
others simply reclining with their eves shut.
The correspondent asked the T.V. man how the

regular army and gotten it over with; but I didn’t want

14,” laughed Car] who

works in the same mill that Larry does. They were

rafting was and if he had any good film so far.

°o
The local armory houses Co. A and Co. B

of the

579th Engineering Batallion, headquartered in Santa

Rosa. The 250 weekend soldiers of Co. A and B,
students, millworkers, carpenters, bureaucrats and
insurancemen, spend one weekend a month at
mandatory Guard military training sessions held
locally. Fifteen day summer training sessions are

held at Camp Roberts, California’s large National
Guard training site, sprawled in the hot hills near San
~
Luis Obispo.
The men of company A and B are trained in

combat engineering. This training, at the theoretical

policy level, should make each ten-man squad capable

of providing construction and demolition backup for a

full 120-man company of infantry. Their training also
covers suppressing riot conditions.
The 579th is one of 28 battalions in the California
National Guard and one of the two engineering bat-

talions. Gov. Brown is the commander-in-chief of the

California Guard but its 23,000 men, in army and air
branches, are largely controlled by the Department of
the Army and the President of the United States. Gov.
Brown can activate guardsmen in disaster situations

and in large-scale civil disorders as back-up to police.
The President can mobilize the Guard for any national
emergency.
Although current National Guard publicity likens

today’a%Guard to the Minutemen of the American
Revolution, the present form of state-federal joint

control grew out of strong labor strife in industrial
cities in 1877.
The largest activationof the National Guard since
WW

II was 13,000 activated in 1965 during the Watts

riot. The last time National Guard units were engaged

in overseas combat was during the Second World War.

For

the past 30 years

the training of 400,000

guardsmen has been carried out at 2,700 armories
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"You

know

none

of these guys even

“You know none of these guys can even row,” the

T.V. man answered incredulously.
“You know none of these guys want to be here,”
The correspondent asked Parker what his men
were supposed to be doing. He was still trying to figure

out how much of the mission he had missed by being
late.
‘“‘Well, we’re awaiting further orders right now,”
Parker said. When asked if his men were supposed to

be establishing a defensive perimeter rather than
sleeping Parker answered, ‘‘Yeah, but these guys are
my friends. I am not going to order them to do
something I wouldn’t want to do. They don’t even want

to be here.’’ Despite similar trapped feelings shared
many enlisted men and dire predictions that Guard
ranks

would

shrivel with the end of the draft

and

Vietnam, current national troop strength is close to
the 400,000 required by the Department of Defense
strategists. Recruiters told the correspondent over

and over that there is no problem meeting quotas.
“They aren’t beating down the door like they did.
The waiting lists aren’t full of names anymore but
recruitment is steady and increasing,’ said a
Sacramento recruiter.
Dennis Freeman, Co. A’s recruiter, said, ‘‘A large
part of it is probably due to the economic situation. A
guy can get an extra $75 a month and it can help out
with things like a car payment or a new refrigerator.”’
The average guardsman earns about $60 dollars

getting a little crazy. The humor was similar to the
bleak joviality of a team on a 20-game losing streak, of
long lines and stuck elevators.

Intermittently the mid-afternoon languor was
disturbed by the rattle of the radio. The sergeants and
lieutenants evaluating the Ferndale mission insisted

on knowing details like where Squad 2 was and what it
was doing. Every time the radio snapped the radio-

man would wait until all the men reached a consensus
about the best response.

o

‘Tell them we’re already past there and we can’t
go back.”’
“Tell them to stick it up their butt.”
“Tell them we aren’t receiving.”’
After an hour of drifting and shucking the communications people, Squad 2 was comfortably nestled
in some heavy brush overhanging the river. But the
brandy was about gone. The boredom was setting in
again, like the fog that snakes up the Eel riverbottom
at night. An order came to cross the river and find a
mine field somewhere out in the acres of drifted sand.
“Tell them we're past there and can’t go back.”
‘“‘No that won’t work. They know where we are,”
said Carlson. He was right. On the other side of the
river, 200 yards upstream, from where Squad 2 was
camouflaged, was the lieutenant’s jeep. He was

watching through binoculars.

The total California budget is $88 million. About
$80 million goes for salaries. The federal government
pays 95 per cent of the state budget. The Defense
Department spends $5 billion annually on the National
Guard, a measly 3 per cent of the total defense budget.
In a 1974 study, Martin Binkin of the Brookings

‘Tell them we’re at the riverbank and we’ll have
some trouble getting to the riverbank.”
No one except the correspondent noted the obvious paradox of that response.
“Tell them we're not the Enemy in your best John
Wayne voice.”’
The radio-man was fair at imitations. He’d
already done James Cagney and Jimmy Stewart. But
again the time had come for action. Squad 2 left cover

Institute suggested a number of changes in reserve

and began a slow pull across the river.

forces that would have cut the Guard in half and save

The correspondent asked, ‘“‘Have any of you ever
felt any satisfaction from these weekend drills?”’

per weekend drill. The lowest enlisted man gets about
$45, while officers can make

well over $100.

1.4 billion a year. Two Defense Secretaries, Robert
McNamara and the recently fired James Scheslinger,
also urged that Congress trim the reserves. But

Congress has refused. Armories continue to spring up,
most recently, on Sept. 4, Gov. Brown signed a state

bill appropriating state funds toward the construction
of a National Guard armory and training sight in
Palmdale.
O°
:
Much of the reason for Congress’s reluctance is

political. Over 100 members of the 1974 Congress held
reserve

commissions.

They

listen

attentively

to

lobbyists from National Guard and Reserve Officers
Commission

(NGROC),

a strong Washington

lobby.

The men in Squad 2 couldn’t give a shit about the
political clout of NGROC. But they did care about
keeping up a guise of doing something.
They were getting ready to move out, pulling the
raft down to the river. A serious threat always looms
in the back of any guardman’s mind trying to last out

“Once we helped build a playground at
elementary school,” Murphy answered.
A few of the others nodded in agreement.

the writer’s notebook.

“Look at all these guys. It is a real waste of
money,” he said.

Actually Humboldt County taxpayers do get some
return from the two local engineering units. Last year

Guardsmen volunteered nine times during the flood
season. In 1964, when the Eel ran rampant, the guard
communications,

equipment

manpower to deal with the flood.

were

°

The local units do a fair amount. of construction

and hauling for schools and non-profit organizations.
On

the

weekend

of

the

Ferndale

mission

other

raw

to be auctioned in KEET-TV’s annual art auction.
“At least then we
something,’’ Larry said.

feel

like

we're

doing

“But,” cautioned a cynical squad-member, ‘‘the
guys who do things like bike-a-thons .. . . they’re the
older guys who like wearing their uniforms in public.
Remember they’re getting pretty good pay at the
same time.”’

Last year only 653 of California’s 22,000 weekend
warriors were activated, mainly for flood and forest
fire work. Many of the soldiers in Squads 1 and 2 can’t
remember the last time they did something they
considered useful during weekend drills.

iS

three Military Police and one armored Cavalry?
An answer, an old, worn-out answer, is found in
the 1975 National Guard Association of the United
States “Statement of Position.”
Detente is a process and not a condition in today’s
context. Whether it continues to evolve, until lasting
peace attained depends largely on the United State’s
continuing ability to defend itself. Only if the U.S.
remains militarily powerful will the Soviet Union be
motivated to negotiate meaningfully.”
Squad 2 was almost to the other side. The.brandy

Correspondent

was all gone.

De Angelo, a worker in an Arcata lumberyard,

had some plum brandy. Carlson, a little guy with
glasses, who wore his hat backwards all day, had a
baggie full of dope. Squad 2 and its ‘‘war correspondent,’ as the men began calling the Osprey
of brandy,

mines

battalions, four Armor battalions, four Field Artillery,

correspondent, shoved off. They paddled slowly,
enjoying the feel of the sun and the motion of the river.

shots

Fortuna

for anti-tank

The Osprey correspondent wondered, if so much

Murphy figured the time was right to at least go
through some more motions. Squad 2, with ‘the

a few

2 hunting

potential 1 manpower with engineering skills is hardly
used, how useful are California’s seven Infantry

misses more than 18 hours of drill meetings a year or
screws up too badly, he may be activated full-time.

after

and

Squad

bike-a-thon in Crescent City. Some were hauling items

The soldier next to the correspondent took his
paddle out of the water and looked very seriously at

provided

near

from

members of Co. A were helping monitor a children’s

“When was that?” the correspondent asked.
The consensus was ‘‘sometime in the last two
years.”’

his six-year hitch. The threat of activation into the
real Army. The horrible notion of going full-time. If he

correspondent

an

Soldiers

Osprey

.
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Abe Lincoln

would get stuck

Red Tape. . .
story
by

and

Dick

photo

boldt County Chief Building In¢pector

Ohnsman

Abraham Lincoln lived in a log cabin,
split his own rails, read by the light of a
fire. If helivedtoday he would be

Eric Anderson explained what was
involved when someone builds without a
permit.

“The first thing we do is issue a stop

work

order,’’

Anderson

said.

‘The

outlaw, harrassed by the

person is guilty of a misdemeanor and

building
inspector and threatened with
the possibility of having his cabin
bulldozed.

doubled. If the person complies without
too much trouble it won’t cost him as

labele#’ ‘gn

Many people desiring to ‘get back to

nature’ by building their own houses and
living like their forefathers are finding it

difficult to do so because of a set of rules
called the Uniform Building Code. The
code is considered
many,
especially

too restrictive by
those who call

themselves ‘owner-builders.’ A group of
these

people

have

banded

together

under the name United Stand. Their
intent is to influence the state government to modify the building codes which
they

feel

ae

prohibiting

many

from

building their own homes.
A member of the Humboldt County
chapter of United Stand, Dan Taranto,

2xplained the origins of the group.
“It started in Mendocino County when

the

building

department

decided

to

crack down on the non-code places,”
Taranto said. ‘This was in the winter

time and the county was threatening to
tear down a lot of the places. The people
involved banded together to protest the
action and United Stand Mendocino was:
formed.”’
Since the Mendocino incident in which
about 135 homes

were red-tagged,

the

membership of United Stand - Mendocino has grown to almost 1,200. Other
counties, including Humboldt, Sonoma,

Fresno,

Santa

Cruz and Nevada

now

have chapters of United Stand. Taranto

described the initial moves of the group.
“‘We could have created a big protest
with a lot of fist shaking and everything

automatically
much

has

his

as when we have

permit

fee

to go through

abatement proceedings. It’s the builder
who has to pay the court costs.”
Asked the percentage of people who
build without a permit Anderson said,

“It’s higher than it should be, but we
don’t know exactly how many because
we don’t have enough people to canvass
the area.”’

mee

Each inspector has from 700 to 1000
square miles to cover. Anderson said the

department tries to enforce the permit
law by tagging offenders. He reported
one inspector had found 30 offenders in
his area within a year.
Taranto dislikes the feeling of being
an outlaw. ‘‘The fact that the law is there
gives you the realization you’re living
outside it and that’s nota very satisfying
feeling to live with,’’ he said. ‘“‘When

you’re

living

outside

the

law

these

building inspectors can come onto your
property anytime they like. You have to
live with the fear that some day they
may come and tear down your house. I

know lots of people who have places
hidden way out in the woods with only
little trails as access because they’re
afraid. It’s really a shame.”
There are many who live afraid of
discovery. One person interviewed
refused the use of his real name and
would not allow any pictures to be taken

of his structures. For the sake of identification we’ll call him Tom.
Tom has three houses on his property.

One is a house built before there was a

but we didn’t believe that would have
gotten us anywhere,” he said. ‘Instead

building code in Humboldt County. The

we opted for trying to work with the
system and communicate with it, informing these people that our lifestyle is

1962 and began stricter enforcement in

a valid one and we should be left alone.”’
Taranto

and many

like him

haven’t

been left alone however. He described
the problems he encountered in building
his own place.

“We didn’t get a permit originally,”
he said. ‘‘My assumption was that
building inspectorggmere public servants
and were there
Ip you, not hinder
you. I thought by not getting a permit I
was waiving the expertise of a building
inspectors help. I guess I was pretty
naive.”’
Taranto didn’t escape the watchful

eye of the building department. He came
home one day to find his house had been
tagged.
“The inspector had come and left a
tag on my house saying I’d require a

permit and that there were numerous
violations of code and I'd better respond
immediately or they’d be forced to
initiate abatement proceedings. What

abatement boiled down to was that they
had the right to bring their black bulldozer up here and smash my house.”
Taranto, like others who violate code

and build without a permit, was forced

state forced adoption of the codes here in
1964 after the winter floods of that year
gave grim

evidence of the need for a

building code.
Tom’s other structures were built by

himself
novative

and

friends.

three-story

One

is

an

treehouse

inbuilt

using an old redwood stump as a
foundation, a violation of code in itself.
The other house, a cabin with a sleeping
loft, is built with a high percentage of

salvaged wood, another code violation.
Both houses
stead of the

have 7-foot ceilings inspecified 8-feet. Tom

justifies the lower ceiling height as a
means of conserving heating costs.
“T think 8-foot ceilings are a direct
result of the pressure by the lumber

industries who make 8-foot studs and 8foot sheets of plywood,”’ said Tom. “The
money saved by eliminating the extra
foot really adds up.”’
Things that many owner-builders
deem ‘unreasonable’ are the focus of
United Stand’s reget for change.
Some of these include heating, electrical,
plumbing
and _ sanitation

facilities.

Present

code

requires

any

dwelling within 300 feet of existing
power lines to be wired for electricity.

“Some people want electricity and
some don’t,” Taranto said. ‘‘Some want

it but don’t want outlets every six feet on
the walls because they don’t intend to

they tell you how to build your own house
they’re protecting you from y urself,

have all kinds of appliances. As it is now,

wich to me doesn’t figure.”
Tom had this comment; “I’m sure
when a guy builds himself a house he’s

the

owner-builder

must

pay

for

and

install the wiring even if he doesn’t want
electricity.”

Heating is another problem for the
owner-builder. Present codes will not
pass a dwelling heated solely by wood.
Electric or gas heat must be included as
a secondary system.

“The problem is the codes read the
heating system must keep the house at

70 degrees throughout, three feet off the
floor,’’ Taranto said. “‘Since wood isn’t
rateable because its’ heat’ potential
varies, it’s not accepted.”’
“The code as it stands is unreasonable

and oppressive,’ Taranto said. ‘The
inspectors don’t think, all they do is
carry around their book and open it up
and they’re like preachers reading
passages and enforcing the codes according to the Lord.’’ “I guess I sound
bitter, but then I am.”
Inspector Anderson looks at his job as
one of protecting the public. The Tri-City
Advertiser quoted him as saying, ‘“‘We
exist to safeguard the public whether

going to use the best techniques ind
materials available to him. Because he
may not have a lot of money, I don’t see

why the government should hassle him
if his place is reasonably safe and he’s

happy there.”’ The role of the inspector
should be adviser

and

consultant,

not

judge.”

The action of United Stand and some
media backing
(the Times-Standard
published several editorials favoring
building code changes) has gained state
recognition. A study of the proposals
made by United Stand and other advocates of code changes is being made.
Tagged ‘Class K,’ the suggestions are
being analyzed by a committee of which
Anderson is part. Much of the debate
centers around the definition of a rural

area.

where a code violation resulted in the

As rural areas will be the only ones
where the construction of owner-builts is
permissable, the definition is important.
Anderson read the guidelines set by the
state in determining rural areas.
“Great care should be taken in the
location of any such districts. They

death of an HSU student.
“The guy was living in a storage loft of

remote areas. Rural and remote should

they want it or not.”
He

told

of

one

incident

in

Arcata

an old house,” Anderson said. ‘The
housing permit issued clearly specified
the area was not for human habitation.

All he had was a ladder to get up and
down from the place. When a wood stove

caught

the

ladder

on

fire,

he

was

trapped. He could have jumped out a
second story window, but he was afraid

should be located in truly rural

and

be clearly defined. The adopted general
plan should confirm that the land use
plan does not anticipate future
development at higher densities than
would be considered rural, and that
planned future construction of roads
would not affect the remoteness.”

Anderson said it will be the planning

‘ of height, so because of a lack of a

commission, input from public hearings

proper stairway he burned to death.’’
Anderson
described some
of the
structures inspectors have found.

ultimately determine what areas will be

“I’ve seen places I’m sure couldn’t
have
said.
made
walls,

cost more than $200 to build,”’ he
‘‘We found one place completely
of old doors. It had doors for the
doors for the ceiling, doors for the

floor, it was just terrible. The only thing
that saved it was its’ small size and the
fact it was anchored into a stump.”

Anderson believed fees were the
biggest reason people don’t build to
code. The total fees for building in Humboldt County come to about one-percent

of the total

evaluation

price

of the

structure or about $17 a square foot.
Anderson thinks this is among one of the

lowest fee scales in the state. He also
disagreed building to code cost any
more.
“Everybody who doesn’t build to code
builds an inferior house and then when it
doesn’t work, is forced to try and repair
it,”” Anderson said. “‘It usually ends up

costing them more than if they had done
it right in the first place.”
Most owner-builders are not for the

complete

abandonment

of all

codes.

Most thought there should still be codes
for contractor-built homes.
“If I’m building a place for someone

else then I should be controlled because
I might cut corners they don’t want
cut,”’ Taranto said. ‘‘I can see codes to

protect people from the bad construction

and

the

board

of

considered rural.

supervisors
“Areas

like

that
Fickle

Hill, where there is a high concentration

of owner-builts now, wouldn’t classify as
rural, I’m sure,” he said.
The

primary

goals

of Class

K are:

acceptance of outdoor compost privies
as sanitation facilities, wood or solar
- energy as a means of heat, simple pier
or field-stone foundations, recycled or
owner produced lumber for use in
construction and dropping of a mandatory electricity
hookup
policy.

Neither Anderson or Taranto believe
Class K is a complete answer to the
problems of the owner-builder but they
feel it’s a start.

There are those who oppose Class K.
One is Oakland Fire Marshall, Ed
Haeney, who was quoted in the October
24th edition of the San Francisco
Chronicle as saying, ‘‘We’d be stepping
back 200 years. What nobody seems to
realize in Sacramento is that today’s
hippie communes are liable to be
tomorrows cities.”

On the other hand there is definite
support for the measure. The same
article stated Gov. Brown was for
change in the building code. The article
was headlined, ‘Gov. Brown comes out
for the Outdoor Privy.’
Adecision is tobe made on the Class K
proposal Friday in Monterey. It may
have

an

nature’
senor

effect

on just how

a-homebuilder can. get,

‘back

to

. eeseree

Wednesday,

Fines called no solution
by Lori Onstenk

Rowl
saidand
the large amount

Raising parking fines would not
solve the “gross parking problem

at

HSU”

according

to

Judge

Ronald B. Rowland, who handles
campus parking tickets at Arcata
Justice Court.

Since the campus and the city’s

of tickets issu
is necessary
ed if
there

are

violations.”

said

this

would

If

many

enforcement

“clear
stop-

Pe,” he added. °° °S#ST”

when violations are ambiguous

Rowland said, the police should

parking fines are both $2,
Rowland said raising HSU’s fines
would cause the problem to be
transferred into town, where
violations would
be cheaper.
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“punishing the city.”
He added that one partial
solution would be to raise the
fines only on tickets issued to

cars without a parking sticker.
This would leave more spaces for
cars with stickers to park legally.
Low fines
Rowland said the $2, $4 and $10
fines are among the lowest in the
state. Half of the money from
campus tickets goes to the
county. The other half goes to a
general parking fund divided
among the 19 schools in the
California State University and
Colleges system.
Sgt. James Hulsebus of the
University Police Department
(UPD) said the systemwide
account is divided according to
need, and has been used at HSU
to help pay for new parking lots.
It also helped subsidize the
Arcata and Mad River Transit
System's student discount.
He said the UPD has issued
3,500 tickets since the start of
school.

HIGHER
FINES—Judge
Ronaid Rowland, who handles
parking tickets issued at HSU, said one solution to ease the

parking problem is higher fines for cars which don’t have valid

Gy)

d

permits.
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These students are bankers. Just a few of the
more than 50 Student Representatives employed and specially trained by Bank of
America to help other students with their
individual banking problems.

NOW AT A NEW & BIGGER LOCATION
THE COMPLEAT BOOKDEALER
NEW & USED BOOKS .

One way they help is with the College Plan®
a complete banking package just for students.
Y Qualify, and you get BankAmericard® unlimited
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two
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different

denominations

have

one

place

Christian

found

they

can unite and worship together.
The name of the church is the
Grace Lutheran Good Shephard
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Presbyterian Church. According
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“witness

community that Christians can
get along.”’
Pastor
Lindquist said the
merger was not for economic
reasons. He said the story behind
it started about 10 years ago,
when the Presbyterian Church in
McKinleyville had a woman
pastor.
Asked to serve
After the woman
left, the
Presbyterians asked Pastor
Lindquist, a Lutheran,to perform
their services. He served the
church for about nine months,
until they got a new minister.
After the second minister left,
the Presbyterians turned to
Pastor Lindquist
again.
This
time, he told them he had too

iS 000 6 all*le

° 8a a

Lindquist

achurch

wi

a
in Eureka.

ee

“This is where the idea of joint
worship came in,’’ Pastor Lind-

@ belly dancers
@ folk singers

unite

* Entertainment

began

ans gave up their building and
joined in the Presbyterian church
building.

porary Lutheran form of worship
was new to the Lutherans as well
as the Presbyterians.”
He said one Presbyterian
family is unhappy with the set up,
but is still attending the church.
Denominational root

Church differences
George
F. Walker, HSU
campus minister, discussed some

of the differences between the
churches. Walker said the Lutheran

Church

formalized

is

into

worship

a

more

than

the

Presbyterians.
‘‘The Lutheran
minister plays a more prominent
role, with the role of the layman
less pronounced.”’
The Presbyterians stress the
role of the layman, Walker said.
The church is governed by the
ruling elders and the minister is
sort of the moderator of the
services.

Pastor

Lindquist

said

the

church is using the Lutheran
form
of worship
with
the
Presbyterian form of government. The majority of members
in the merged
church
are
Presbyterians.
According to Pastor Lindquist,
the merger did not upset too
many members. ‘‘We (Lutherans) lost two families who didn’t
feel

at

home

with

a

more

informal worship.”
These families now attend his
Lutheran services in Eureka, he
said.

Pastor Lindquist said, ‘‘Every
Christian needs a denominational
root. We need to know where we

come from. It’s important for me
to be a Lutheran, just like it’s
important for me to have a last

name.
“The sense of belonging,
however, transcends denomina-

tions. Christians need to form a
worshipping
said.

Pastor

community,’’
°

Lindquist

said

he

the

members of the church still
identify with their own denominations, but as far as day to day
operations ‘‘the only difference is

on the books.”’
Christian communication

He contrasted a person, who is
tied up with his own denomination and he can’t communicate
with other Christians, with the
image of a ‘‘mythical bird who
flew around backwards because
he was always worried about
where he’s been.”’
He said he doesn’t believe there
is a strong national ecumenical
movement, ‘‘although a situation

like McKinleyville is less uncommon than in the past.”
Walker, a Presbyterian, said
the church was sensible for
merging, but that it was unusual.
“In my opinion McKinleyville is
overpopulated with churches.
“There is no reason for the
church to be so fractured. Jesus
meant for it to be one,’’ he said.

eS

experiences

worship

an updated version of the
Lutheran rituals. ‘‘The contem-
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Lutheran
Good
Shepherd
HARMONY—The
Grace
Presbyterian Church in McKinleyville is a local example of
ecumenism. Rev. Dean E. Lindquist said the church is a
‘‘witness to the community that Christians can get along.’’

In an effort to illustrate the
numerous churches in the area,
Walker opened the phonebook to
the two pages of listings. ‘‘It
depresses me to see so many of
them.”
Aside from the success of the
Lutherans and Presbyterians of
McKinleyville, other local Christian leaders don’t see the gap as
being easily bridged.
‘From my perspective, I would
not have proceeded to give that
kind of leadership,’’ said Pastor
Don Claasen, of the Lutheran
Church of Arcata.
Emphasis on sacraments
“Theologically, there is a great
difference in thé worship of
Lutherans and Presbyterians,”
Pastor Claasen continued. ‘‘Lutherans place a greater emphasis
on the sacraments and on the
liturgy of the service in general.”
‘Surprisingly enough, even the
hymns sung during the service
affect the closeness of the
members to the church,’ he
added.
Although Claasen could not go
(Continued
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SPARSE GATHERING—Rev. D. L. Rhodes, speaking at the Assembly of God Church in Arcata
last Sunday, has said that ‘‘an ecumenical movement would kill churches.”’

Churches bridge gap

(Continued

from

page

10:

along with a Lutheran and
Presbyterian merger for his
parish, he initiated the combining
of two Lutheran churches in
Arcata.
Joins in worship
“In 1971, my church was to be
torn down
by the freeway
expansion and it was then that I
asked the other Lutheran congregation if they would join us to
worship in a new building,”
Pastor Claasen said.
According to the pastor, even a
merger between Lutheran churches would
not have
been
possible before 1969, because it
was then that the three main
branches of the Lutheran Church
in the United States came
together on common
worship
grounds.
“It was this action of a
pulpit-altar partnership on the
national scene that led to our two
congregations getting together,”
Claasen said.
Migration brought division

He explained that the divisions
within the Lutheran church were
brought about by migrations to
the United States in which each
nationality kept its own cultures
and biases.

“There is an awareness now
that
the Church ought not be
divided,’’ Pastor Claasen said.
‘God calls for it to be together.”
One goal that has not been
reached by the combining of the
two churches was the increase of
HSU student attendance in the
church.
‘‘When we were faced with the
loss of our property, my chief
concern was that we secure
property for a new building that
would be in walking distance of
the HSU campus,’’ Pastor Claasen said.
.
“We knew that with most
students, if they have their own
cars that can take them away

from campus life, they get
involved in other things and not
the Christian church," he continued.
Claasen added that student
membership has not increased
since the new
church
was
constructed.
The possibilities of other local
churches combining in a common

worship are unattractive to
Pastor D. L. Rhodes of the
Assembly of God
Church
of
Arcata.
Would kill churches

‘‘An ecumenical movement
would kill churches."
Pastor
Rhodes said. ‘‘The chance of a
hierarchy developing, as did with
the Catholic Church is too great.
It would cause decay," he said.
According to Pastor Rhodes,
competition among churches
improves them.
“If you only have one store in
town, people would have
to
accept what was offered there or
not take it at all,” the pastor said.
“It is the same with churches.”
The
number
of churches
doesn’t mater, Pastor Rhodes
continued. Every church is not as
effective as it should be.
‘What we need is a movement
back to the Bible,’’ he said. ‘‘The
lack of people studying the Bible
will be the downfall
of all
Christianity.”
The pastor also said Christians
must be more aggressive. ‘‘Satanism and other cults are the
result of Christians not doing
their work,’’ Pastor Rhodes said.
To explain the ecumenical gap, ,
Pastor Rhodes pointed out the
differences in beliefs between
Pentecostal churches (Assembly
of God, Foursquare Gospel,
Church of God) and_ mainline
churches (Presbyterian, Luther-

an, Methodist.).
Speak in tongues
“We believe that the only way

people can be saved

is by the

body being filled with the Holy
Spirit.’ Rhodes said. ‘‘This only
happens when people speak in
The pastor explained that
speaking in tongues
is the
entering of the Holy Spirit into
the body of a believer, giving the
person unknown languages to
commuication with God.
“The mainline churches don't
stress this type of faith as
salvation,’’ Pastor Rhodes said.
“They don't take a fundamental
view of the Bible.”’
According to the pastor. some
churches are having to face this
difference since people are
becoming interested in Pentecostal beliefs.
Salvation through faith
“Other
churches are now
realizing that salvation through
faith is what people want, not a
‘do your own thing’ attitude,”
Pastor Rhodes said.
‘*A Christian can only be saved
through faith, not through their
works here in life,’ he said.
This view of salvation, faith vs.
works, is a problem that mainline|
churches
are running
into,
campus minister Walker said.
“We have suffered a loss of
membership because the mainline churches have made an
heroic effort to influence people
to take a new look at racial
relations and war,’’ Walker
explained.
“This hurts the mainline constituency because people aren't
ready to deal with real problems’”’ he continued.
Walker said that the Pentecostal view that the ‘‘world is evil
and we must disassociate ourselves from it,’’ is not what
mainline churches want.
“We can do without these
people,’’ he said. ‘‘We've trimmed down a lot of excess fat so we
can get in the race.”’
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Group offers ‘higher life’

Sempervirens

At least three persons decided
to “travel” in search of a
higher-type of existence after
talking to
tives from
the group, Human _ Individual
Metamorphosis (HIM), Nov. 7.

BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD
“A

is

men

of things

rich
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in

can

proportion

to

number

the

The two

to let alone.”

efford

--H.0.

representatives, who

wouldn’t give their names, said
they were offering spiritual

Thoreeu

afternoons on wed-thurs-fri.

2ND FLOOR - ART CENTER BLDG,
207 G STREET
EUREKA
_ 445-1

Massage

6, at HSU, they asked persons
who

wanted

to travel

to go to

must become a “true individual,” they said. To do
this, a
person must give up everything:
business obligations, possessions,
family and sex.

said they would travel.

By relinquishing everything, a
person will become free of social
bonds and will be ready to travel.
When ready, a person will
“ascend in a beam of light into a

Get in touch....Body Oils
from Bubbles

activated, they said.
After their talk Thursday, Nov.

Azalea State Reserve in McKinleyville, Friday. At the Park at
least 10 of the approximately 30
persons in attendance spoke with
the representatives. Most didn’t
discuss what was said, but three

For one’s spirit to grow, one

browsers welcome

had experienced physical changes since they joined HIM. One
change that occurred was that
their pituitary gland - sometimes
called the third eye -- had become

different dimension.” They described this dimension as_ the
“kingdom of Heaven.”’
The representatives said they

Self-control
A Rio Dell man said he was
going so he could gain control
over himself, rather than allow
“Uncle Sam” to control him. He
said there are few things here to

make him want to stay so he is
giving up little by going. He was

PS,
Be

eet

M1

e

would be separated, which,

the

couple said, they weren’t ready to
do
But, they said, the representatives were sincere and their offer

appealed to them..
30 interested

There were about 30 persons at
Azalea

Reserve and most

were

interested. The only hecklers
were two Christians who said
HIM represented ‘‘false Gods.”’
The HIM representatives are
members of 20 persons who
formed HIM
in Oregon
last
month after meeting the ‘‘Two.”
The Two said they are from
another dimension and offer their
followers a God-like existence in
that dimension.

The representativessaid within
the next few weeks, two HIM
followers will be killed and then
resurrected.

Oil

Bath Oil
Sweet

to leave Saturday, Nov. 8.
An HSU couple
said they hadn’t
decided whether they were going
to travel on Saturday. The
representatives told them they

Almond.

Coconut, Rose
mary, Eucalyptus,
&Vitamin E Oils
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FACE THE MUSIC -~ Electric Light Orchestra (UA-LA546-G)
With FACE THE MUSIC, Electric Light Orchestra (ELO) may
finally win a place among the greats to emerge from England in the
years following the Beatles. In fact, ELO takes up where the
Beatles left off.
That is not to say ELO is the next Beatles. Rather, the sound it
achieves on this album continues the sound of Beatles’ records one

step further. On FACE THE MUSIC there are reminders of the
Beatles:

Lennon-like vocals, Harrison-like guitars and producer

George Martin-like string arrangements. However, Jeff Lynne, the
band’s producer, incorporates these sounds into ELO’s own brand
of classical rock to create something new and different. It’s an

influence the band has borrowed from, but happily, has not copied.

is headquarters for New and Used

Guitars
Banjos
Mandolins
Dulcimers
Recorders
In Stock, we have instruments by Gibson,
Martin, Takamine, Ovation, lida, Dobro, etc.
We have a large selection of music books, methods, song

folios and rare records. Also a large selection of strings and
musical accessories of all types.
We build and repair fretted instruments in our shop.

Come and see our own “Wildwood" Banjos.

|
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Arcata

822-6264

FACE THE MUSIC contains more rockers than previous ELO
recordings. ‘‘Fire on High,” an instrumental, begins with spacey
sound effects progressing into a rock format featuring some fine
guitar and violin playing.

“‘Evil Woman,”’ the best rocker on the album, has a classy string
and vocal arrangement. This is one of the best songs Jeff Lynne has
ever written.

“Nightrider’’ goes back to the music of the mid-60’s for its
sound. Yet, like all of ELO’s music, it has that classical touch which
is the band’s trademark.
“Poker,” is a stinging rocker about the joys and sorrows of
gambling. ‘‘Down Home Town” has a country flavor which does not
work as well as the other rock songs on the album.

As for the ballads, ‘‘Waterfall” and ‘‘One Summer Dream” are
rather ordinary. However, ‘‘Strange Magic” is exquisite. The vocal

harmonies in the chorus are the best the band has ever done and the
addition of Richard Tandy’s keyboard creates a very romantic
mood.

Besides there being more emphasis on rock ‘n’ roll in FACE THE
MUSIC there is also less emphasis on the lyrics. At first it would
appear Jeff Lynne is a limited lyricist but I think Lynne just wanted
to depart from the heavily lyrical nature of EL DORADO, the
band’s last album.
Because FACE THE MUSIC has more rock tunes than other ELO
albums there is a better chance for the album to get radio airplay
and more attention. I hope so, this band has long deserved it.

CR schedules
courses here
College of the Redwoods will
offer courses at HSU which serve
as introductions to Math
D,
Chemistry 1A and English 1,
beginning in January.
Courses include a 5 unit
elementary algebra class (Math
150), M-F at 4 p.m. in NR 201; a3
unit introduction to college
chemistry theory class (Chem

10), T TH, from 8:45 - 10 a.m. in
AD 128 and a 3 unit grammar and
composition class (Eng. 50) T
TH, from 10-11:15 a.m. and from
2-3:15 p.m. in JH 206C.
Students can preregister at the
special services office or register
in class. The units are nontransferrable but good for financial aid
and athletic eligibility. No fees
will be charged for the courses.

TODAY, NOV. 19

a

Student Elections—polls at Bio-Sci, NR buildings; Sequoia Quad; University Center and
Founders Hall; close at 4 p.m.; AS card needed.
Job Seminar—NH 139; 3:30 p.m.; job hunting

for credential candidates.
Wrestling—green and gold intramural

SATURDAY, NOV. 22
Wrestling—HSU vs. Alumni; 7:30 p.m.
Film Co-op—F128; 8 p.m.; “It’s a Gift,” W. C.

meet;

THURSDAY, NOV. 20
Job Seminar—NH 119; 11 a.m.; how to find a
summer job.
Consumer

p-m.;

Info

Room;

housing,

House;

food

Arcata;

6

442-0402

noon-5 p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 24

Women’s

Studies

Lecture—Multipurpose

Room; 7:30 p.m.; ‘“‘Can Women Really Get
Together?” with Pear! Oliner.
Student Recital—Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.; free.
TUESDAY, NOV. 25
Job Workshop—NH 139; 3:30 p.m.; job hunting

‘‘Harry

and Tonto;”’ 50c.

Wind Ensemble—John Van Duzer Theatre; 8:15
free.
FRIDAY, NOV. 21

for credential candidates.

Physics Seminar—Sci. 475; 3:30 p.m.; ‘‘A Light

Intramural

View of Color,”’ with E. C. Parke.
Movie—Multipurpose Room ; 7:30 p.m.; ‘Harry
and Tonto”; 50c.
Firesign Theatre—JVD Theatre; 8 p.m.; with

Philip Austing and David Ossman;

Eureka

‘‘Whales, Dolphins and Men,’’ and presentation
by Gary Fredericksen and Larry Wade; free.

Lumberjack Enterprises and utility rates.
Multimedia Showing—F
152; 7:30 p.m.;

p.m.;

& E St.

Film Lecture—Jolly Giant Lounge; 7:30 p.m.;

pricing,

“Remote Sensing.”
Movie—Multipurpose Room; 7:30 p.m.;

7th

this ad

Dairy Product Info—Bulk Food Center 13th St.,,

noon-5:30

Discussion—Y ES

off-campus

mention

$8.50

8:15 p.m.; free, tickets required.
Mime-Clown-Theater
Presentation—JVD
Theatre; 8:30 p.m.; with Celia McCarthy and
Joan Merwyn; students, $1; general, $2.25.
SUNDAY, NOV. 23

Concert—Rathskeller ; 8:30 p.m.; C.R. Jazz Ensemble; 75c.

Drive—Multipurpose

Styles for People

Fields; $1.
Chamber Music—Music Complex Recital Hall;

7:30 p.m.

Blood
p.m.

Co-op—F 128; 8 p.m.; “Our Daily Bread;”’

Archery

Shoot—Fieldhouse;

7-10

p.m.; competition for all levels, prizes; 50c.
Plays—Studio Theatre; 8:30 p.m.; ‘‘A Look in
Empathy” and ‘‘The Power of Suggestion,”
one-act plays; free.

students,

WEDNESDAY,

$2.75; general, $4.

NOV. 26

Plays—See above.

to undergo investigation
by Pat O’Hara
A committee to investigate the
role of Lumberjack Enterprises
Inc. (LJE) was formed by the
Student
Legislative
Council
(SLC) last Thursday night.
The council was acting on
various complaints it had received about LJE service.
“The SLC has received many
complaints in the past concerning
other operations that LJE are
engaged in,’’ SLC Chairman
Scott Baird said.
‘We felt it was our duty to form
a committee to investigate, make
recommendations and perhaps
better represent student interests
on campus as far as concessions,
vending machines and food
services are concerned.”’
Committee report
Baird hopes the committee will
report back to the council at next
week’s meeting.
In other action, the council
appointed Richard Hubble as
student member of the administration committee
on energy
consumption.
That committee
was formed early last week by
President McCrone.
The council also decided to go
ahead with the scheduled SLC
elections today. Eleven candi-

dates are vying for nine council
positions. The elections were
nearly postponed because last
week’s Lumberjack incorrectly
identified photos of four candi-

Nelson Hall 6

dates.

Election
Commissioner
Marilyn Taylor thought a losing
candidate could declare the
election invalid if his or her photo
identification was incorrect.
However, The Lumberjack agreed
to post
the
photos,
correctly

identified,

at

each

a
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polling place.
“Still worried”’
“T’m still kind of worried that
there may be a candidate whose
picture was mixed up, who loses
and then contests the election,”’
said Taylor.
“I think that the measures we

have

decided

prevent

a

upheld,’’

to

contest

added

take
from

would
being
“But
possibil-

Taylor.

there is still that slim
ity.”
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Group offers ‘higher life’

Sempervirens

At least three persons decided
to “travel” in search of a
higher-type of existence after
talking to representatives from
the group, Human Individual

BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD
“&

of

is

men

rich

offord

can

he

things

proportion

in

to

Metamorphosis (HIM), Nov. 7.

number

the

The two representatives, who
wouldn’t give their names, said
they were offering spiritual

let alone.”

to

Thoreou

--H.0.

For one’s spirit to grow, one
must become a “true individu-

browsers welcome
afternoons on wed.thurs-fri.

al,”

445-1992

To

do_

this,

a

“‘ascend in a beam of light into a
different dimension.’ They des-

Get in touch....Body Oils
from Bubbles
Bath

said.

person must give up everything:
business obligations, possessions,
family and sex.
By relinquishing everything, a
person will become free of social
bonds and will be ready to travel.
When ready, a person will

2ND FLOOR - ART CENTER BLDG.
EUREKA
207 G STREET

Massage

they

cribed

this

dimension

as_

the

‘kingdom of Heaven.”
The representatives said they

had experienced physical changes since they joined HIM. One
change

that occurred

was

that

their pituitary gland - sometimes
called the third eye -- had become
activated, they said.
After their talk Thursday, Nov.

6, at HSU,
who

they asked persons

wanted

to travel

to go to

Azalea State Reserve in McKinleyville, Friday. At the Park at
least 10 of the approximately 30
persons in attendance spoke with
the representatives. Most didn’t
discuss what was said, but three
said they would travel.
Self-control
A Rio Dell man said he was
going so he could gain control
over himself, rather than allow
“Uncle Sam’”’ to control him. He
said there are few things here to
make him want to stay so he is
giving up little by going. He was

Oil

Oil

to leave Saturday, Nov. 8.
An HSU couple said they hadn’t
decided whether they were going
to travel on Saturday. The
representatives told them they
would be separated, which, the

couple said, they weren't ready to
do
But, they said, the representatives were sincere and their offer

appealed to them..
30 interested

There were about 30 persons at
Azalea

Reserve and most

interested.
were

two

The

only

Christians

were

hecklers
who

said

HIM represented ‘‘false Gods.”’
The HIM representatives are
members of 20 persons who
formed HIM
in Oregon
last
month after meeting the ‘“‘Two.”’
The Two said they are from
another dimension and offer their
followers a God-like existence in
that dimension.
The representatives
said within
the next few weeks, two HIM
followers will be killed and then
resurrected.
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FACE THE MUSIC -- Electric Light Orchestra (UA-LA546-G)
With FACE THE MUSIC, Electric Light Orchestra (ELO) may

Wwilewesd

finally win a place among the greats to emerge from England in the
years following the Beatles. In fact, ELO takes up where the
Beatles left off.

That is not to say ELO is the next Beatles. Rather, the sound it
achieves on this album continues the sound of Beatles’ records one
step further. On FACE THE MUSIC there are reminders of the
Beatles: Lennon-like vocals, Harrison-like guitars and producer

George Martin-like string arrangements. However, Jeff Lynne, the
band’s producer, incorporates these sounds into ELO’s own brand

in Arcata

of classical rock to create something new and different. It’s an

influence the band has borrowed from, but happily, has not copied.

is headquarters for New and Used

Guitars

FACE THE MUSIC contains more rockers than previous ELO
recordings. ‘‘Fire on High,” an instrumental, begins with spacey
sound effects progressing into a rock format featuring some fine

guitar and violin playing.
“Evil Woman,” the best rocker on the album, has a classy string

Banjos

and vocal arrangement. This is one of the best songs Jeff Lynne has
ever written.

Mandolins
Dulcimers
Recorders

“Nightrider’’ goes back to the music of the mid-60’s for its
sound. Yet, like all of ELO’s music, it has that classical touch which
is the band’s trademark.
“Poker,’’ is a stinging rocker about the joys and sorrows of

In Stock, we have instruments by Gibson,

gambling. ‘‘Down Home Town” has a country flavor which does not
work as well as the other rock songs on the album.

Martin, Takamine, Ovation, lida, Dobro, etc.

rather ordinary. However, ‘‘Strange Magic”’ is exquisite. The vocal

We have a large selection of music books, methods, song
folios ond rare records. Also a large selection of strings and
We build and repair fretted instruments in our shop.
Come and see our own "Wildwood" Banjos.

|Street

harmonies in the chorus are the best the band has ever done and the
addition of Richard Tandy’s keyboard creates a very romantic
mood.

Besides there being more emphasis on rock ‘n’ roll in FACE THE

musical accessories of all types.

1027

As for the ballads, ‘‘Waterfall’’ and ‘‘One Summer Dream”’ are

Arcata

822-6264

MUSIC there is also less emphasis on the lyrics. At first it would
appear Jeff Lynne is a limited lyricist but I think Lynne just wanted
to depart from the heavily lyrical nature of EL DORADO, the
band’s last album.
Because FACE THE MUSIC has more rock tunes than other ELO
albums there is a better chance for the album to get radio airplay

and more attention. I hope so, this band has long deserved it.
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CR schedules
courses here
College of the Redwoods will
offer courses at HSU which serve
as introductions to Math
D,
Chemistry 1A and English 1,
beginning in January.
Courses
include a 5 unit
elementary algebra class (Math
150), M-F at 4 p.m. in NR 201; a 3
unit introduction to college
chemistry theory class (Chem

10), T TH, from 8:45 - 10 a.m. in
AD 128 and a 3 unit grammar and
composition class (Eng. 50) T
TH, from 10-11:15 a.m. and from
2-3:15 p.m. in JH 206C.
Students can preregister at the
special services office or register
in class. The units are nontransferrable but good for financial aid
and athletic eligibility. No fees
will be charged for the courses.

TODAY, NOV. 19

a

Student Elections—polls at Bio-Sci, NR buildings; Sequoia Quad; University Center and

1.

Wrestling—green and gold intramural meet;
7:30 p.m.
Concert—Rathskeller; 8:30 p.m.; C.R. Jazz Ensemble; 75c.

Mime-Clown-Theater

119; 11 a.m.; how to find a

Consumer

Info

Room;

noon-5:30

Discussion—Y ES

House;

6

p.m.; off-campus housing, food pricing,
Lumberjack Enterprises and utility rates.
Multimedia Showing—F
“Remote Sensing.”’

152;

7:30

p.m.;

Movie—Multipurpose Room ; 7:30 p.m. ; ‘‘Harry
and Tonto;”’ 50c.
Wind Ensemble—John Van Duzer Theatre; 8:15

p.m.; free.
FRIDAY, NOV. 21
Physics Seminar—Sci. 475; 3:30 p.m.; ‘“‘A Light

View of Color,’’ with E. C. Parke.
Movie—Multipurpose Room ; 7:30 p.m. ; ‘‘Harry
and Tonto’’; 50c.
Firesign Theatre—JVD Theatre; 8 p.m.; with

Philip Austing and David Ossman;

& E St.

$8.50

this ad

Eureka

442-0402

Presentation—JVD

Theatre; 8:30 p.m.; with Celia McCarthy and

THURSDAY, NOV. 20

summer job.
Blood Drive—Multipurpose
p.m.

7th

Film Co-op—F 128; 8 p.m.; “It’s a Gift,’’ W. C.
Fields; $1.
Chamber Music—Music Complex Recital Hall;
8:15 p.m.; free, tickets required.

139; 3:30 p.m.; job hunting

for credential candidates.

Job Seminar—NH

mention

SATURDAY, NOV. 22
Wrestling—HSU vs. Alumni; 7:30 p.m.

Founders Hall; close at 4 p.m.; AS card needed.
Job Seminar—NH

Styles for People

Co-op—F 128; 8 p.m.; “Our Daily Bread;”’

students,

$2.75; general, $4.

Joan Merwyn,

students, $1; general, $2.25.
SUNDAY, NOV. 23
Dairy Product Info—Bulk Food Center 13th St.,,
Arcata; noon-5 p.m.
MONDAY,

NOV. 24

Film Lecture—Jolly Giant Lounge;

7:30 p.m.;

‘Whales, Dolphins and Men,”’ and presentation
by Gary Fredericksen and Larry Wade;

free.

Women’s Studies Lecture—Multipurpose
Room; 7:30 p.m.; “Can Women Really Get
Together?” with Pear] Oliner.
Student Recital—Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.; free.
TUESDAY, NOV. 25
Job Workshop—NH 139; 3:30 p.m.; job hunting

for credential candidates.
Intramural

Archery

Shoot—Fieldhouse;

7-10

p.m.; competition for all levels, prizes; 50c.
Plays—Studio Theatre;

Empathy”

and

8:30 p.m.; ‘“‘A Look in

‘“‘The Power

of Suggestion,”

one-act plays; free.
WEDNESDAY,

Plays—See above.

Food service complaints

NOV. 26

Relssigia»

to undergo investigation
by Pat O’Hara
A committee to investigate the
role of Lumberjack Enterprises
Inc. (LJE) was formed by the
Student
Legislative
Council
(SLC) last Thursday night.
The council was acting on
various complaints it had received about LJE service.
“The SLC has received many
complaints in the past concerning
other operations that LJE are
engaged in,’’ SLC Chairman
Scott Baird said.
‘‘We felt it was our duty to form
a committee to investigate, make
recommendations and perhaps
better represent student interests
on campus as far as concessions,
vending machines and food
services are concerned.”
Committee report
Baird hopes the committee will

report back to the council at next
week’s meeting.
In other action,

the

appointed

Hubble

Richard

council

as

student member of the administration committee
on energy
consumption.
That
committee
was formed early last week by
President McCrone.
The council also decided to go
ahead with the scheduled SLC
elections today. Eleven candi-

dates are vying for nine council
positions. The elections were
nearly postponed because last
week’s Lumberjack incorrectly
identified photos of four candidates.
Election
Commissioner
Marilyn Taylor thought a losing
candidate could declare the
election invalid if his or her photo
identification was incorrect.
However, The Lumberjack agreed
to post
the
photos,
correctly identified, at each
polling place.
“Still worried”’
“I’m still kind of worried that
there may be a candidate whose
picture was mixed up, who loses
and then contests the election,”
said Taylor.
“I think that the measures we
have decided
to take would

prevent

a contest

from

$1.50 for 25 words or less, payable
in advance.
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being

upheld,” added Taylor.
‘But
there is still that slim possibility.”’
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POLICE
CHIEFS—
Jim Gibson (left), chief
of the Arcata Police

Department,

is oppos-

ed to the separation of
the HSU and Arcata
police
departments.
Gibson
said such a
move would not increase the efficiency
of
law enforcement on
campus. “The trend
nationwide is toward

774 9th St., 822-1125
Red Wing, West Coast, Buffalo,
Justin, Acme, Santa Rosa, Danner

Plaza Shoe Shop

is chief of the University

Police

Depart-

ment.
a

ae
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(Continued

Phone - 22-3262
Arcata Calif

REFUSE

NO

LIABILITY—Including
As low as:

ONE

Unins.

822-2537

campus

year
year
year
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a

closer

UPD

The UPD

doesn’t

12-6

dealt

suggestions

concerning

proposed

suggestion

involves

Concerning such preventive measures,
less said nothing has been done.

said.
“The Arcata police have the decision to arrest

- Arcata

822-2834

Qa

uty.

No new equipment
HSU won’t need new equipment though a
holding cell may be requested, Hulsebus said.
In Arcata, few changes will occur. The APD
won’t be reduced in size to compensate for HSU’s
increase, Gibson and Fairless said.
Both said the APD already operates with a

an offender to Webb. Most crimes committed on

minimum
number

force
of

of

crimes

16 officers.
handled

by

Further, the
the

APD

MAO

aL
i

on

campus is minimal, Gibson said.
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“Home of Happy Fish”
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bulk buying at own warehouse

:
432 3rd

St. Eureka

442-614;

622-476t

~

HEKE THEY

Fair-

Since HSU is state-owned, the final decision on
the proposed switch is left to the state. But,
before any move can be made, additional
officers must be obtained.
Norman Lloyd, head of public safety for the
CSUC campuses, said the outlook is good for the
requested money.
With HSU’s force increased to 11, at least two
officers will be on patrol during all shifts.
ey:
on some shifts, only one officer is on

the most common and least severe action is
probation.
“Certainly if the Arcata police arrest someone
here, they won’t send the offender to me,’’ Webb
said. “The campus police have more flexibility.”
In addition, it might be more efficient to send

I~

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
G

the

with it.”

When sent to Webb, a student may receive
probation, suspension or expulsion. Webh said

i

&

rape

“If the lack of lighting creates that much of an

DY Sa aso \
16th

with

emergency, the campus police should have done
something the very next day,” Fairless said. “‘If
an emergency comes up (in Arcata), we deal

Rather than arrest the student, police referred
the student to Edward Webb, dean of student
services.
Student probation

SS
N
FA
S

10-8

gets

installation of lights behind Gist Hall.

when confronted with the decision to arrest, he

a

made

One

UPD alternatives
has alternatives the APD

it

prevention. This is something the APD doesn’t
have time for, Hulsebus said.

campus are minor and, being such, they tend to
be forgotten in court, he said.
“Something like a bookstore rip-off could get
lost or delayed in court for months,” he said. ‘‘If

Now Open
Evenings ‘til 8

SAT.

have

Samuels and Cohen’s act, a student allegedly
handed the comedians a joint.

Representative.

MON.-FRI.

police

relationship with students.
“We don’t have a whole city to police,”
Hulsebus said. ‘‘We can afford to spend more

through the dean of students or housing for
discipline. We don’t have to arrest someone.”
One example of an ‘‘alternative’’ occurred at
the recent Pointer Sisters concert. During

.. . Cancelled? Refused? Tickets?
Call for QUOTE!

Representative

believes

here,

Part of the rationale behind the move at HSU
and in colleges statewide involves ‘‘public
safety.” This is a term applied in part to crime
prevention, Hulsebus said.
Following the recent rape behind Gist Hall, the

or not arrest,” Hulsebus said. ‘“‘Here, we can go

Mot.

JIM MILLIARB
Campus

it’s brought
immediately.”

time with students and problems.”
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“‘We want this campus to have its right of
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expression and having our own police force can
help achieve this goal.”’
Along with Strahan, UPD Sgt. Jim Hulsebus

Street

AUTO

from

untimely use of force might have sent things out
of control.
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IRA.
If the IRA Committee decides
not to reimburse the AS any
money for budgeted IRA, it will
give the money to IRA programs
of its choosing. If it decides to
give money to the AS, SLC will
distribute the money to IRA
groups of its choice or possibly
put it into a contingency fund for
use by groups other than IRA.
Dobkin pointed out that one of
the purposes of IRA money is to
fund instructionally-related activities in years when they are not
popular with student government. He said student bodies
change annually and so do their
funding interests.
Activities can continue
With IRA funds, these activities can continue without as much
concern regarding the ‘opinion
of the year,” he said.
Herschel L. Mack, chairman of
speech communication and language studies, said SLC has not
treated forensics very well in its
budgeting in past years. It
bothers him that SLC has the
power to wipe out forensics financially.

“If the AS gets the money back,
I think it’s going to mean less
support for those groups covered
by IRA,” Mack said.
One thing Mack likes about
having IRA Committee controlling the money distribution to IRA
is that members of the committee
can see things on a long-range
basis, not on a one-year basis as
can occur with student government decisions, he said.
Two student members
There are two voting student
members on the seven votingmember IRA Committee.
Last year forensics got no
money from SLC. However, it
received more than $3,500 from
IRA state funds.

the Student Legislative Council
(SLC) and it has a_ judicial
branch, the student judiciary.
Mottaz is adviser to the student
judiciary. He explained how the
board works.
“It’s just like the Supreme
Court,’’ Mottaz said. The student
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Milton Dobkin
from last year. His stand is
somewhat compromised, he said.
Kalb said he hopes a distribution decision will be made no
later than Thanksgiving.
The

8)

Gov. Jerry Brown has lived up to his compaign pledge
that his administration would be sensitive to student
concerns, according to a report from the University of

=

California Student Lobby. Notable changes from the Reagan

%:

administration are two recently signed bills . . . one
increased child care center appropriations for disadvantaged students to the University of California. I’ve reported
many legislative achievements of the California State
College Student Presidents Association lobbying efforts
lately . . . well, much of the success in areas of financial aid,
child care, student representation on the Board of Trustees
and student rights have been made possible by the penning of
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There are five students appointed by the AS president and
confirmed by the SLC to sit on the
student judiciary.
“We
haven’t
met
formally
yet,’ Lindsay Harrison, sopho-

political

science

major,

said. ‘‘I guess they are looking for
another member.”’
New appointees
Only two other persons have
been appointed to the board this
year. They are Wallace Cooper, a
freshman history major and Bill Quinn,
a junior journalism
major.
The student judiciary, formerly the Board of Control, has been
in operation since the fifties,
Mottaz said.
In

1973,

when

a

new

AS

constitution was adopted, the E
name was changed. ‘It was
decided the function wasn’t to :

Lore:
NOR

control,’’ Mottaz said.

Mottaz

I say .. . you’re a good man, Jerry Brown.
Our own state Sen. Peter Behr issued a report calling
for beverage container legislation that would set up a
container deposit system similar to an Oregon system . . . as
a first step in reducing beverage container pollution along
California highways.
KHSU program guides are available at the station . . . on
the third floor of the language-.arts building.
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TLL

by President McCrone.

Brown’s name on those pieces of legislation. So what else can

the student

—

judiciary can be of help to the

explained

—

students. If a student sees
something done that is against
the policy of the AS, the student
can refer the matter to the
student judiciary.
The board also reviews new
campus club constitutions and
investigates contested elections.
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Board likened to Supreme Court
The student government at
HSU is parallel to the federal
government, Stan Mottaz, student resources coordinator, said.
Student gevernment has an
executive branch made up of the
president, vice president and
treasurer. It has a legislature,

Soup,

Sema
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This year SLC budgeted $838 to
forensics. Mack said that was not
enough, but with IRA money to
supplement that, he hoped to
have enough for forensic activities.
'
Dave Kalb, AS president a
member of the IRA Committee,
said he hopes at least half of this
year’s IRA money will go back to
the AS. He said this is an interim
year because of the miscommunicated verbal understanding
and the drop in state funding
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Hurrah

by Pat O’Hara
sports editor
The HSU wrestling team will open its 1975-76 season tonight
at 7:30 with an intersquad match.
The East Gym contest will be preceded by a match
between members of coach Frank Cheek’s wrestling class.

In his seven years at HSU, coach Cheek has compiled 98
wins, 13 losses and two ties. Coach Cheek pointed to the
134-pound match-up between freshman Joe Wink and
sophomore Richard Hubble as the most interesting
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competition.
Saturday, the team will meet the alumni in another
preseason match. Humboldt will travel to Oregon State for
its first regular season activity.
“This should be great for us,’’ said coach Cheek. ‘“‘We’ve
never beaten the alumni. They are always loaded with fine
wrestlers.”
Leading the HSU grads will be Brent Wissenback, who last
year won the heavyweight division of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division Three finals.
But, despite the graduation of Wissenback and the lack of
other experienced wrestlers, the HSU grapplers should be
respectable.
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Head football coach Frank ‘‘Bud’’ Van Deren has been

ing
Heh

Photo by Art Webster

HARD AT WORK—Head basketball coach Kim Kellenberg (in sweat suit) tosses the ball in the
air during a jumping drill in practice. Kellenberg, a first-year coach, has led his team in practice
since Oct. 15. The cagers open their season Nov. 28 against San Jose State. The first home game
will be Dec. 8 against Oregon College of Education. Kellenberg, a graduate of HSU, replaces Dick
Niclai as basketball coach. Niclai was forced to take a leave of absence from coaching for health

named coach of the year. Wide receiver Rich Spinas was
named offensive player of the year in the All Far Western
Conference team.

Four other Lumberjacks besides Spinas were named to the
first team of the squad. They are quarterback Steve
Kincanon, offensive tackle Mike Cox and halfback Dave
Sharp. Defensive lineman Bill Leitelt was a first team
defensive pick.
Seven Lumberjacks were honored by selection to the
second team. They are defensive lineman Jim Glauz and Bill
Atkins, defensive lineman Mark Lucchesi, linebackers Bob
Figas and Mark Snyder and defensive backs Ron Weaver and
Steve Van Deren. Glauz, Atkins and Van Deren are juniors,
while the remaining players are seniors.

reasons.

Sports roundup

‘Jacks look to next year
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With football season completed, several HSU gridders are
by Doug Williams
“Wait till next year,”

the

famous cry of Brooklyn Dodger
fans in the late 1940’s and early

1950’s looks like it might pertain
to the seasons of four HSU teams
in 1975.
HSU’s football, soccer, water
polo and cross country teams all
completed seasons with games
last weekend. Aside from the

cross country team which qualified for postseason competition
but could not participate because
of a late entry, none of the teams
qualified for postseason playoffs.
In its last game of the year, the

football

team

clinched

second

place in the Far Western Confer-

ence (F WC). The ‘Jacks defeated
Chico State, 33-23, on the Chico
field Saturday.
7-3 overall record
With the win, the Lumberjacks
finished with a 7-3 overall record,
and were 4-1 in the FWC. A 20-10
loss to the UC Davis Aggies was
the only league loss for HSU.
The Steve Kincanon-to-Rich
Spinas passing attack was a
prime element in the ’Jacks
offensive movement against the

Chico team, as it had been all
year.
Kincanon completed 27 of his 37
passes for 286 yards and two

touchdowns. Both touchdown
passes were caught by Spinas,
who had nine receptions in the
game. Junior running back Dan
Reynolds led the HSU ground
attack with 73 yards.
Two yard run

In the first quarter,
Rick
Whalen scored on a two yard run

to put the ’Jacks back on top after
Chico had taken an early 3-0 lead.

Coach Larry Angelel’s water . and Gary Furness were picked to
polo team went into the FWC
the second team.
championships in San Francisco
HSU’s cross country team,
last Friday and Saturday knoworiginally scheduled to compete
ing it could finish second in the
in the division III championships
league with a victory against
of the NCAA, was inactive this
Hayward.
weekend and will see no more
HSU
met Hayward
Friday
competition this year.
morning in the first game of the
round-robin tournament. The
HSU finished second in the
Pioneers defeated the ’Jacks 9-8,
league to UC Davis. Because the in double overtime, which forced
‘Jacks’ application to the nationHSU to settle for third in the
al meet was turned in late, the
FWC.
team was not permitted to enter
Team defeated
the race.
UC Davis, the FWC champion,
HSU’s soccer team lost last
also defeated the Lumberjacks
weekend in its last game of the
the same day, 9-4. HSU beat San
year. Hayward State beat the
Francisco State, 17-5, and SacraLumberjacks, 2-1. Doug Wright
mento State, 21-6, Saturday
picked up the only goal for HSU.
afternoon.
“The team was flat emotionHSU finished 1-4 in FWC
ally going into the tournament,’
tion, but were 5-5-1 for
competi
coach Angele] said. “I mean,
the
season.
iet’s face it. They didn’t have
their hearts in it, and I can’t
really blame them. It’s hard to
get up for something when you
second best.

Spikers will end
season today

“Our whole season was planned around beating Davis. Early
in the year we overlooked
Hayward and they beat us in
triple overtime. Then later in the

teams lost all of their games to
San Francisco State and San Jose
State last weekend.

know

the

best you

can

be

is

season when we played Davis,
and they beat us, that first loss

really hurt us. It kept us from
staying in contention.”
The Lumberjacks

finished the

season 4-4 in the conference, and
11-5 overall.
FWC first team
HSU’s Robert
Judge
was
selected to the all-FWC first
team. Goalie Steve Jones, along

with Dave Menne, Mike O’Brien

The

HSU

women’s

volleyball

The volleyball team will end its
season today with an alumni
game at 3 p.m.
Coach Bess
almost all the

Chandler
A and B

said
team

players were sick with the flu.
“I’m surprised they played as
well as they did,”’ Chandler said.
“Half of the girls couldn’t drive
because they were so sick.’’

hoping for a career in pro football.
Three Lumberjacks seem to have a solid chance to be
drafted by the pros. Offensive tackle Mike Cox, at 6 feet 3, 250
has the necessary size to play in the NFL, and he has
been contacted by scouts representing several teams.
Versatile wide receiver Rich Spinas has many talents that
will be in demand. But the ‘Jacks best prospect may be
quarterback Steve Kincanon.
Kincanon, 6 feet 4, 225 pounds, came on strong in the latter
part of the season. During the year, Kincanon completed
over 56 per cent of his passes for 11 touchdowns and 1,550
yards. He also scored nine touchdowns.
Mark Kellar, a scout from the Seattle Sea Hawks, an
expansion team in the NFL which will begin play next

season, watched Kincanon perform when the ’Jacks played

UC Davis on Oct.25.
“He (Kinecanon)
has everything you want in a
quarterback,” said Kellar, who before moving to Seattle,
worked in the Dallas Cowboy’s scouting department. ‘‘He’s
big and he has a good arm. He has a good chance of being

drafted.’’

Kellar added that the only drawback to Kincanon was his
lack of mobility.
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Rather than compete in the NCAA Division Three nationals
last Saturday, the HSU cross country team stayed home.
The team had qualified for the meet by finishing second in

the Far Western Conference meet on Nov. 8.
But the NCAA requires that entry forms to national meets
be turned in 15 days prior to the school’s conference meet.

HSU coach Jim Hunt waited until after the conference meet
to mail the entry.
“There are no words that can express how badly I feel
now,’’ said coach Hunt. ‘‘But there is no way of rectifying it.”’
Decision appealed

Both Hunt and President McCrone’s assistant appealed the
decision to bar HSU from the race. The appeal reached the
executive secretary of the NCAA and resulted in a denial.

However, the athletes seem to understand the plight of
coach Hunt.
“They are obviously very disappointed,” said Hunt. ‘‘They

felt they had a chance to win the national meet, and (Mark)
Dulaney had a chance to win the individual title.
“But they are being very understanding and seem to
realize that the mistake was human. I don’t feel they have
any malice toward me.”’

